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Abstract

The present dissertation aimed at investigating master two students’ of English problems in the

use metadiscourse markers in the general introductions of their dissertations and gauging the

potential causes of those problems. To achieve the first aim, a corpus analysis of fifteen master

dissertation randomly chosen on the basis of convenience have been identified, codified, and

analysed  following  Hyland’s  (2005)  model,  which  assigns  metadiscourse  features  to  two

metadiscourse functions ,interactive and interactional. To achieve the second aim, a teachers’

interview was designed and implemented to five supervisors randomly chosen among those who

supervised the  dissertations  in  question.  The corpus analysis  was based on Hyland’s (2005)

model which assigns discourse markers to two major metafunctions: interactional and interactive

revealed  significant  results.  As  far  as  interactive  metadiscourse  markers  are  concerned,  the

corpus  analysis  has  revealed  that  master  students  have  demonstrated  an  adequate  use  of

transitions, frame markers  and endophoric markers, but failed to demonstrate the required level

with  regard  to  two  markers,  namely  evidentials  and  code  glosses.  As  for   the  interactional

metadiscourse metafunction, the analysis of the corpus under study has revealed that master two

students have failed in demonstrating an adequate level with regard to all the defining features of

this  metafunction,namelyhedges,boosters,attitudemarkers,engagementmarkers,and self-mention.

It is worth noting here that engagement markers have been totally absent in the data. As far as

the  interview  is  concerned,  the  analysis  of  the  results  has  shown  that  the  adequate  use  of

discourse markers does not constitute a focal point of the feedback they offer to their supervisees

due, at least partly, to lack of time and students’ fragility at the level of grammar and writing.

The  most  interesting  finding  generated  by  the  analysis  of  the  interview  is  the  supervisors

‘admittance that they are responsible for inhibiting supervisees from using  hedges, boosters,

attitude markers and self-mentions. This finding suggests that the supervisors in question do not



adhere to a constructivist view of academic writing which totally rejects the principle suggesting

that discourse is but a mere linguistic representation of a set of impersonal and universal truths.  
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General Introduction

1. Background of the Study

In the last three recent decades or so, academic writing theory, research, and pedagogy

have  witnessed  an  interesting  shift  in  perspective:   academic  writing  which  has  long  been

considered to be a cognitive act is now being regarded rather as a primarily social/interactive act,

thus leading to the emergence of social-interactive theories of discourse. As a result of this shift,

academic discourse is no longer been regarded as reflective of absolute and universal scientific

truth, but, instead, it is viewed as a social construction of a possible interpretation of a scientific

reality  by  members  of  a  disciplinary  community.  Following  this  view,  each  disciplinary

community develops its proper set of conventions and constraints upon the type of discourse that

should be produced and accepted by its members. Hence, in order to write persuasively to a

given disciplinary academic community, writers should abide by the core principles of academic

writing which are deeply rooted in the epistemology of their domain ,show awareness about the

expectations of their readers, and, equally important, demonstrate the required level of caution

about  advancing potentially  controversial  stances,  findings,  and conclusions.  To achieve this

challenging aim especially to non-native English users, academic writers are required to deploy

adequate metadiscoursive tools. Metadiscourse, then, refers to ‘textual communication within an

academic  community’  (Lo,  Othman,  &  Lim,  2020,  p.  272).Hence,  an  emphasis  on  the

interpersonal function of metadiscourse markers in academic texts was brought to light. That is,

research  on writing  in  academic  contexts  began to  focus  on  the  interactional  metadiscourse

features that academic writers use to voice their opinions and ideas in their texts.

 In 1970s, Lautamatti (cited in Al-Rubaye, 2015, p. 22 ) pointed out  that text’s features

are of  two categories:  topical (propositional)  and non-topical (metalinguistic).In this  regard,
1



Schiffrin’s (…..)study, which appears to be the first empirical research conducted in the field,

suggests that that language is not used only to inform, but also to create social interactions. This

contribution to metadiscourse is of high significance, for Schiffrin was almost the only voice in

the early 1980s who called attention to the importance of interactional features in language. An

ever-growing  number  of  theory  and  research  on  academic  discourse  including  the  above-

mentioned researchers support the view that interactivity  in academic texts is achieved through

the use of  metadiscourse .Consequently, academic writing is now viewed as an act of identity,

communicating  not  solely  propositional  content,  but  also  mirroring  the  epistemological

convictions of the writer as well as his/her identity  (Hyland, 2002).In other words, academic

writing is an interactive act aimed at establishing a rational dialogue with  readers belonging to

an established disciplinary community through the deployment  of appropriate metadiscourse

tools.

In  recent  years,  a  number  of  scholars  has  focused  on  the  study  of  the  use  of

metadiscourse in both PhD theses and master dissertations. Interest in the study of metadiscourse

in these two types of high stake academic texts has been motivated by the fact that these texts

require  graduate  and  postgraduate  students  to  demonstrate  an  adequate  content  knowledge

coupled with an acceptable level of awareness to metadiscourse elements. Academic writing that

is performed with poor knowledge and awareness of metadiscourse elements is problematic ( Lo

et al, 2020) .

As far as the significance of master dissertations is concerned, Hyland (2004) points out

that  “The  dissertation  is  a  formidable  task  of  intimidating  length  and exacting  expectations

which represents what is potentially achievable by individuals writing in a language that is not

their  own”.(p.  134)  Therefore,  master  dissertations  are  considered  to  be  significantly

importantfor the postgraduates.

2



However, despite the great importance allotted to the study metadiscourse in dissertations

in applied linguistics literature, few studies have investigated the use of metadiscourse markers

in  master  dissertations  in  the  Algerian  EFL context  and  the  problems that  the  use  of  these

important yet challenging features Algerian master students.

2.Statement of the Problem

      The dissertation is the most demanding piece of writing that students of Applied Linguistics

are required to write by the end of their training course. It presents a long argument aimed at

persuading an academic audience  of the relevance of a solution  to a research problem. In this

regard, the general introduction plays a key role in introducing the reader to the topic being

researched, persuade him about the need to embark on the study in question, and informs him

about  the  methodology  being  used.  The strength  of  this  argument  depends  primarily  on  an

adequate and crafty use of metadiscourse markers. The definition of the aforementioned term has

been manifested in the light of different perspectives since the term was first  introduced by

Harris  in  1959.  Harris  (1991)  suggested  that  metadiscourse  is  a  technique  of  understanding

language in use, representing a writer's or speaker's attempts to guide audience’s perception of

texts (as cited in Hyland, 2005).

As far as the use of metadiscourse in master dissertations is concerned,  Algerian master

students  of  Applied  Linguistics  and  Language  Teaching  encounter  enormous  difficulties  in

deploying the right discourse markers to craft their argument. In the light of this,  the present

study attempts to explore the following question:

what  are  the  problems encountered  by Algerian  students  in  writing  general  introductions  to

master dissertations in Applied Linguistics?

3.Aim of the Study
3



     In the light of what has been mentioned above , the present study aims at exploring the type

and sources of students’ problems in the use of metadiscourse in writing general introductions of

master dissertations. The findings of this study will ,hopefully, provide some insights for a more

effective articulation of the teaching of metadiscourse features in academic writing especially at

the master’s level.

4.Methodologyand Means of Research

To achieve the aim of the present study, a corpus consisting of 15 randomly selected general

introductions  of master dissertations pertatining to the field of TEFL written by Algerian non-

native postgraduates at University of Mohamed Seddik Ben Yahia . The metadiscourse items

used in the general introductions collected are identified, classified and analyzed .It is worth

noting that  the present study uses Hyland’s taxonomy of metadiscourse.To shed light on the

causes  of  the  problems  encountered  by  Algerian  master  students  of  TEFL  in  the  use  of

metadiscourse features, an interview was designed and implemented to  the supervisors of the

dissertations selected for the study.

5.The Structure of the Study

The present dissertation comprises three chapters.  Chapter one addresses the issue of

academic writing with a specific focus on the genre-based approach. This approach is  a textual

top-down  approach  to  academic  writing  which  deemed  suitable  to  articulating  the

teaching/learning of metadiscourse features in the writing course across the English curriculum.

As for chapter two, it deals specifically with the concept of metadiscourse through reviewing its

definitions, role, taxonomies and different classifications as well as the significance of its use in

dissertations. Finally, Chapter three presents the practical part of this study and focuses on data

collection techniques used , the sampling procedure, an account of the methodology of analysis

4



adopted , the discussion of the findings generated bythe two research tools used to achieve the

aims of the present study, namely corpus analysis and the interview.
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ChapterOne

Academic Writing: the Need for a Genre-based
Instruction

Introduction

As a result of the coming of age of the field of English for academic purposes (EAP), 

academic writing has been increasingly attracting the attention and interest of an ever-growing 

number of researchers and teachers around the globe.The present chapter will review the major 

approaches to academic writing with a specific focus on the genre-based approach.This review 

aims at showcasing need for textual approach susceptible to raise   learners ‘awareness to  

academic writing as a disciplinary interactive practice governed by a set of socially constructed  

principles and constraints, one major element of which is without doubt metadiscourse. 

1.1.1.1 Definition of  Academic Writing

Given  that  students’ grasp  of  content  in  most  subjects  across  the  university  English

curriculum in general and the master course in particular is assessed on the basis of written

examinations,  writing  ,thus,  should  be  considered  the  most  important  skill  that  should  be

mastered  by  university  students  of  English  especially  at  the  master’s  level,where  they  are

required to produce a dissertation.  Interestingly, Byrne (1993)claims that writing is “essentially

a solitary activity and the fact that we required to write on our own, without the possibility of

interaction or the benefit of feedback, in itself makes the act of writing difficult” (p.4). However,

Byrne’s   (1993)  definition  wrongly  confounds  synchronous  feedback  and  asynchronous

interaction in the act of writing . 

Hyland (2011), on the other hand, has questioned this  widely held view, arguing that

“modern conceptions of learning to write see writing as a social practice” (p. 31). In this respect,

6



he rightly advances that  “while every act of writing is in a sense both personal and individual, it

is also interactional and social, expressing a culturally recognized purpose, reflecting a particular

kind of relationship and acknowledging an engagement in a given community. (Hyland, 2011, p.

31). This social constructivist view to writing marks an important  shift from considering it to be

a merely solitary interaction-free act to the more accurate view which is considered to be a social

interactional one, that is, primarily interactive.

1.1.2. The Significance of Writing in English as a Foreign Language Classes

Writing is a significantly needed skill  in all  fields for both professional and personal

purposes.  According to Bowker (2007),  “writing is  a skill  that  is  required in many contexts

throughout life. For instance, you can write an email to a friend or reflect on what happened

during the day in your personal diary” (p. 2). In other words, he who possesses the skill of

writing,  can  fulfil  his  social  needs.in  fact,  as  Chris  Tribble  argued  “to  be  deprived  of  the

opportunity to learn to write is …  to be excluded from a wide range of social roles” (as cited in

Harmer, 2004, p. 3).In other words, writing is quite important to perform certain social roles and,

therefore,  to  function  in  a  given society. In  the  context  of  education,however,  according to

Harmer (2004), most exams, regardless of the abilities they measure, often rely on the student’s

writing ability to measure their savoir-faire (p. 3).

1.1.3.Approaches to  AcademicWriting

In modern literature of academic writing, three key approaches to teaching writing can be

identified:  a  product  approach,  a  process  approach,  and  a  genre-based  approach.  The  name

attributed to each approach indicates the aspect of writing that the approach in question takes as

its focal element.

The product approach represents , according to Elashri and Ibrahim (2013),a traditional

view of teaching writing in which instructor, typically,  provide their  learners with a  model

7



textand encourages them to mimic it in order to produce a similar product(p. 4). In other words,

as its name suggests, this approach focuses on the final product of writing. Hence, according to

Elashri  and  Ibrahim  (2013),  this  approach  has  been  criticized  for  neglecting  the  cognitive

dimension of the writing act: writers generally go through a set of stages before producing the

final draft which they present to the readers(p. 6).

As a result of discontent with the weakenesses of the product approach, writing theorists

and researchers proposed an alternative approach  based on insights gained from the study of

writing  processes  among  professional  writers,  namely  the  process  approach.This

approach,according to  Elashri  and Ibrahim (2013),focuses more on using techniques such as

brainstorming, exploring ideas, peer editing, and rewriting. That is to say, this approach focuses

on the process of writing itself (p.4).

Finally, the genre based approach, which, according to Elashri and Ibrahim (2013), is a

top-down textual approach to teaching explicitly and comprehensively all the necessary features

of the text types that  students are write. That is, it is geared towards raising awareness to and

training in the production of the different types of texts and their specific corresponding features

based on a thorough discourse analysis of the target texts. (p. 8)A genre based approach genre

approach should focus not only on the form of communication but also on the social action it is

used  to  accomplish  (Miller,  1984,  as  cited  inElashri& Ibrahim,  2013,  p.  10).In  addition  to

providing learners with an explicit  and comprehensive description of all the features constituting

the target text type,this approach also provides Sample information about the relevant set of

principles and constraints  established by the discourse community as rules for achieving the

communicative goals of the texts in question(p. 13).

1.2.  The Genre-based Approach to Writing

1.2.1.  The Genre-based Approach to Teaching Writing

8



Recurring  communicative  practices  result  into  the  establishment  of  a  set  of  generic

features  that  define  the  text  types  that  mediate  the  textual  communication  during  those

events.This leads to the emergence of relatively stable text types which are easily recognized by

the  members  of  a  given  academic  community  precisely  because  they  contain  the  tacitly  or

explicitly agreed upon discursive features.The essay, the research article,thedissertation,and the

thesis are examples of genres that mediate communication within disciplinary communities and

for  which  each  academic  discipline  has  established  a  set  of  defining  discursive

features.According  to  Badger  and  White  (2000),  genre-based  approaches  view  writing  as

“essentially  concerned  with  knowledge  of  language,  and  as  being  tied  closely  to  a  social

purpose” (Badger  & White, 2000, p. 156). That is, writing differs as the social context differs

whereas  the development of writing is seen as the analysis and mimicking  of models presented

by the teacher to their students. This seems similar to the product approach, but they are different

in the fact that the genre based approach stresses the social nature of writing.

1.2.1.1.  Merits of the Genre-based Approach to Teaching Writing

The genre-based approach has manifestly  a number of advantages.This approach takes

into consideration the text as a meangful whole and does not limit itself to the description and

presentation confined to the sentence level.Moreover, this top-down approach is geared towards

the explicit presentation of the generic features of the genres pertaining to a given discipline and

hence this approach enables learners to grasp more easily the generic structure of established

academic genres.Moreover,as far as the focus of the present study is concerned,since the Genre-

based  approach  to  writing  highlights  the  social  nature  of  writing,  it   highlights  the  role  of

metadiscourse in  academic writing.As far as the social dimension is concerned,Amiryousefi and

Rasekh  (2010), point out  that writing is more than just the communication of ideas ;Rather, it is

a social act which allows both  writers and readers  to interact with each other (p. 159)  through

9



the manipulation of conventional discursive tools through which ideas and intended meanings

are presented and understood ( p. 161).When crafting an academic text,the author does not only

communicate a factual content,but also manifests his identity,his evaluation,and his reactition to

the anticipated expectations of his audience;in other words,he uses metadiscourse.

Conclusion

While subsuming the advantages of the product and process approaches, the genre-based

approach showcase the fact that writing is a social act.When engaging in this act, the writer does

not  only  expresses  a  content,but  equally  important  he  asserts  a  stance  vis-à-vis  that

content,manifests  a  persona,and  negotiate  the  potentially  controversial  views  against  the

backdrop of the anticpated expectations of his disciplinary audience.
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Chapter two

The Role of  Metadiscourse in Academic Writing

Introduction

The  present  chapter  deals  with  the  definitions  of  the  key  concepts  related  to

metadiscourse and reviews its principles, taxonomies and relation to the academic act of writing.

This  review  aims  at  showcasing  the  primordial  role  played  bymetadiscourse  in  the  writing

,ingeneral,and academic writing,in particular.

1.1. Definition of Metadiscourse

 Since  the  term  was  first  coined  by  Harris  in  1959,   an  ever-growing  number  of

definitions of  metadiscourse havebeen proposed. First, Williams (1981) defines metadiscourse

as “writing about writing” (as cited in Wei et all, 2016, p. 194). This definition suggests that

metadiscourse is at a different level from the subject matter being addressed in the text in which

both  are  used.  In  the  same vein,  VandeKopple  (1985)  suggests  that  metadiscourse  goes  far

beyond  propositional  level  of  writing  ;  it  enables   the  readers  of  the  text  in  question  to

“organize,  classify, interpret,  evaluate,  and react to such material” (Kopple 1985, as cited in

Amiryousefi&Rasekh,2010,  p.  160).On  the  other  hand,and  in  a  clear  departure  from  this

traditional  view,  Hyland  (2005)argues  that  “metadiscourse  embodies  the  idea  that

communication  is  more  than  just  the  exchange  of  information,  goods  or  services,  but  also

involves  the  personalities,  attitudes  and  assumptions  of  those  who  are  communicating”

(Hyland,2005, as cited in Amiryousef& Rasekh,2010, p. 159). In other words, metadiscourse

encompasses both the prepositional leval of writing , that is the factual data being communicated

as well as the manifestation of  the author’s  presence in the text.

1.1.2. Identification of Metadiscourse Markers
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Hyland (2015) argues  that  no simple  form-function  correspondences  exist  to  identify

metadiscoursemarkers . He further explains that it is not a close category but rather an open one

to which brand new items can be added depending on the writer’s needs(p. 4). Hyland (2015)

bestowed a list of steps one can follow to identify metadiscourse markers (p. 4). The list is as

follows:

 1/ The analyst starts searching for linguistic forms, under the condition that he/ she regards these

forms as expressions with specific functions that are discourse-oriented . 

 2/The analyst in question extracts all the occurrences of linguistic forms which possibly signal

metadiscoursal functions, this is done “either from a pre-defined list or those from within a target

text itself (e.g. Hyland, 2005)”.(Hyland, 2015, p. 4) 

 3/The retrieved items are not particularly exclusively metadiscursive ones, for they are still open

to the possibility of performing other functions withal, even in the very same stretched piece of

discourse. Resultantly, the items in question are put under scrutiny to examine the role they are

actually  playing  in  the  analysied  text.  Are  they  used  to  contribute  in  the  development  of

information in the text or to the organization of these information or the writer’s attitude to

them? 

 4/ The analyst in question attempts to examine the functions performed by the larger unit in the

text  by  examining  lexico-grammatical  co-occurrence  patterns,  or  what  items  occur  with.

Irrelevant linguistic forms are eliminated. 

According to Hyland (2015),  an analysis  that follows the above mentioned steps can

obtain an overview of the occurrence and distribution of metadiscourse markers in a particular

text. This authorises  comparisons across contexts of use (p. 4).

1.1.3 Principles of Metadiscourse
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According  to  Hyland’s  (2005)  conceptualization  of  the  term  metadiscourse,  it  is

manifested in a set of linguistc forms that  serve metadiscorsal functions as opposed to non-

metadiscoursal  ones (p.  138).    To make distinction between both categories,  he sets   three

principles which are as follows :

 1. Metadiscourse is Distinct from the Propositional Aspects of Discourse (Amiryousefi&Barati

2011, p. 5246). That is to say, in a given text, there is a clear dissimilarity between metadiscourse

and propositional material. The latter is, as defined by Halliday (1994, p. 70) “… something that

can be argued about, affirmed, denied, doubted, insisted upon, qualified, tempered, regretted and

so on” ( as cited in Sadeghi&Esmaili, 2012, p. 649). On the other hand, according to Hyland

(2005), the role of metadiscourse is “to signal the writer's communicative intent in presenting

propositional matter” (Hyland, 2005 as cited in Sadeghi&Esmaili, 2012, p. 649). Briefly, The

two are quite dissimilar.

2.  The  term  metadiscourse  refers  to  those  aspects  of  the  text  that  embody  reader-writer

interactions (Amiryousefi&Barati 2011, p. 5246). This hereby rejects  the strict duality of textual

and interpersonal functions found in the early literature of metadiscourse. This suggests the idea

that all metadiscourse is interpersonal since its features, according to Hyland and Tse (2004),

take into account the “the reader's knowledge, textual experience, and processing needs and that

it  provides  writers  with  an  armory  of  rhetorical  appeals  to  achieve  this  (as  cited  in

Sadeghi&Esmaili , 2012, p. 649).

3.  Metadiscourse  distinguishes  relations  which  are  external  to  the  text  from those  that  are

internal (Amiryousefi&Barati 2011, p. 5246). That is, metadiscourse refers only to the relations

that  are  internal  to  the  text.  According to  Hyland and Tse  (2004)  “an  internal  relation  thus

connects the situations  described by the propositions and is  solely communicative,  while  an
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external relation refers to those situations themselves “( as cited in Sadeghi&Esmaili, 2012, p.

649)

1.1.4 Taxonomies of Metadiscourse

According  to  Ebrahimi,  (2018);Harris  (1952),  Williams  (1981),  Crismore  (1982),

Goffman (1981) and VandeKopple (1985) were pioneers as far as working on metadiscourse is

concerned,  starting  with  general  definitions  of  the  term.  Notwithstanding  the  fact  that  their

definitions had a few functions, no precise classifications were presented. Of the pioneers in

question,  each  presented  some  clarifications,  justifications  and  classifications  to  deliver  the

picture so informative and clear that future researchers could take it  further and finalise the

picture such as Hyland who could present the final and most complete model of metadiscourse in

writing in 2005 after successive modifications.(p. 91)

1.1.4.1VandeKopple’s Model 

According toAmiryousefi&Barati (2011),  of all models, VandeKopple’s  is especially

significant not only because it was the first systematic attempt to introduce a taxonomy that

triggered lots of practical studies but also it gave rise to a number of new taxonomies (p. 5246). 

According to Aguilar ( 2008), in 1980 VandeKopple argued  that metadiscourse could be

processed  and recalled  at  another  level  that  is  not  primary  discourse  (p.  68).  The writer  in

question pointed that  VandeKopple was a precursor  of different  studies (  Meyer  et  al  1980;

Chaudron& Richards  1986)  which  resultedin   somewhat  similar  conclusions  suggesting  that

some metadiscursive items have an unexpected minor facilitating role (p. 68). Aguilar (2008)

also suggested that ,in 1985, VandeKopple put forward a definition of metadiscourse along the

lines of Crismore's early studies in 1985 , for he followed Crismore's approach at the time (p.

68). Let alone, the author added, VandeKopple  was the first to introduce Halliday's functions in

1985 in the study of metadiscourse; he assigned the ideational function to primary discourse and
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the textual  and interpersonal  functions  to metadiscourse (p.  67). Moreover, he identified the

multifunctionality of some items and introduces a seventh type, which was labeled Commentary,

which is the  metadiscourse that  the writer uses to directly adress the reader and invite him or

her  to  implicit  dialogue.  VandeKopple's  classification  (1985)  of  metadiscourse  is  of  seven

categories (p. 68).

Table 01: Kopple’s Model of Metadiscourse (1985) (Amiryousefi&Barati 2011, p. 5250)

VandeKopple’sclassification  of  metadiscourse  seem  to  be  manifested  in  two  major

categories. The first two are textual; they includes: text connectives (e.g. first) and code glosses

(e.g. that is). The second category, notwithstanding, is that of interpersonal metadiscourse . It

includes  illocution  Markers  (e.g.  to  sum  up),  narrators  (  Mr  Jones  said),  validity  markers

(clearly), attitude markers (e.g. luckily), and commentaries (e.g. most of you will oppose the idea

that).
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Amiryousefi and Barati (2011) pointed that the categories of Kopple’s model are vague

and functionally overlap (p. 5246).  They gave the example of Citation that “ can be used to

enhance a position by claiming the support of a credible other (validity markers).They can also

be used to show the source of the information” (Amiryousefi&Barati 2011,  p. 5246).

 1.1.4.2Crismore et al’s Model

Pioneering work on metadiscourse can be traced back to the eighties. Crismore (1982,

1983,1984a/b,  1989c,  1990a/b)  and VandeKopple (1985a/b 1990) are  benchmark researchers

mainly because their work was the first in a series of related research where other names and

collaborations appear(Aguilar, 2008, p. 66). 

Table02: Crismore et al’s Model of Metadiscourse(1993) (Amiryousefi&Barati 2011, p. 5250)

According to Amiryousefi&Barati (2011), This revised model (Table.2) was introduced

by Crismore et al. (1993) ( p. 5246). The two major categories of textual and interpersonal were
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kept; however, the subcategories were collapsed, separated, and reorganized. As you can see

textual metadiscourse was further sundered into two subdivisions, “textual” and “interpretive”

markers.  Textual  markers  consist  of  those  features  that  help  organize  the  discourse,  and

interpretive markers are those features used to help readers to better interpret and understand the

writer’s meaning and writing strategies (Crismore et al., 1993 as cited in  Amiryousefi&Barati,

2011, p. 5246 ).

Notwithstanding  Crismore (1993) et al.'s efforts to better Vande Koppel’s model, this

revised model is still  problematic,  it  is  quite confusing.  If we take  reminders,  for example,

which  refer  to  earlier  text  material,  they  are  presented  as  textual;  however, announcements,

which announce upcoming material, are presented as interpretive. It seems ,to me, quite illogical

that  refering  to  earlier  text  material  helps  organize  the  discourse,but  announcing  upcoming

material  helps  readers  to  better  interpret  and  understand  the  writer’s  meaning  and  writing

strategies.

1.1.4.3. Hyland’s Model

According  to  Amiryousefi&Barati  (2011),  the  model  introduced  by  Hyland  (2005),

however,  consists   of  two  major  categories,  “interactive”  and  “interactional.  The  former

concerns the writer’s awareness of the target reader, and his or her attempts to accommodate his

or her interests and needs, and to render the argument persuasive of him or her. Interactional

metadiscourse, however, refers to the writer’s attempts to render his or her  stance explicit, and

to engage the target reader by anticipating his reactions to the text (see Table.3) (p. 5246). The

two categories are further divided into subcategories and, according to Hyland (2015), they are

as follows:

“Interactive resources allow the writer to manage the information flow to explicitly establish

his or her preferred interpretations. They include the following:
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 Transitions comprise  an  array  of  devices,  mainly  conjunctions,  used  to  mark  additive,

contrastive, and consequential steps in the discourse, as opposed to the external world. 

 Frame markers are references to text boundaries or elements of schematic text structure,

including items used to sequence, to label text stages, to announce discourse goals and to

indicate topic shifts. 

 Endophoric  markersmake  additional  material  salient  and  available  to  the  reader  in

recovering the writer’s intentions by referring to other parts of the text. 

 Evidentials indicate the source of textual information which originates outside the current

text. 

 Code glosses signal the restatement of ideational information.

Interactional resources focus on the participants of the interaction and display the writer’s

persona and a tenor consistent with community norms. They include these subcategories:

 Hedgesmark the writer’s reluctance to present propositional information categorically. 

 Boosters express certainty and emphasise the force of propositions.    

 Attitude markers express  the writer’s appraisal  of propositional  information,  conveying

surprise, obligation, agreement, importance, and so on. 

 Engagementmarkers explicitly  address  readers,  either  by  selectively  focusing  their

attention or by including them as participants in the text through second person pronouns,

imperatives, question forms and asides. 

Self  mentionssuggest  the  extent  of  author  presence  in  terms  of  first  person  pronouns  and

possessives.”(pp. 3-4)

Table03:  Hyland’s Model of Metadiscourse( 2005) (Amiryousefi&Barati 2011, p. 5250)
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 In short, of the above-mentioned models, all  are based on one rationale suggesting a

strict duality of functions.

1.2. Metadiscourse and Writing 

Knowledge and awareness of grammar are quite significant in the act of writing, but they

are not sufficient. Effective academic writing requires also the deployment of metadiscourse so

as to promote the writers’ideas and make them acceptable to the intended audience.

1.2.1 The Role of Metadiscourse

According to Aguilar,Cheng and Steffensen (2008) pointed out that writing is a meaning-

making process in which both the writer and the reader negociate and interact (p. 76). In this

respect,  they argued that  metadiscourse can assist  writers  in  producing more accessible  and

friendly texts that live up to the expectations and appeal to the epistemological convictions of

their audience (p. 76).  In other words, interacting with the audience is crucial for writers in

many different aspects and  metadiscourse provides writers with the linguistic tools that are

amenable to creating a dialogue (Thompson and Thetela 1995; Hyland 2000, 2001a; Thompson
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2001; Le 2004, as cited in Aguilar, 2008, p. 98).  Metadiscourse, then, is the set of linguistic

tools  that  allow writers  to  sound respectable,  credible  and  persuasive  among  their  intended

audience (Aguilar, 2008), p. 98). That is to say,  to achieve their subtle communicative aims,

writers need to create a credible textual persona or ethos and develop an appropriate attitude

towards their  readers  and the claims they assert.  In the construction of this  textual persona,

metadiscourse plays a vital role (Dafouz-Milne, 2008, p. 96).

Furthermore, the use of  metadiscourse markers as one of the factors leading to reader-

friendly texts has been increasingly attracting the attention of researchers of academic writing

(Crismore,  1993,  as  cited  in  Ebrahimi,  2018,  p.  90).  In  this  respect,  Cheng and Steffensen

discussed the extent to which metadiscourse can help improve student writing. Taking audience

as a conceptualised dynamic force (community), they define the place where discourse occurs as

the forum and metadiscourse as a means to create a forum and evoke a sense of audience in

student  writers. (Aguilar,2008,  p.  96). In  fact,  according  to  Aguilar  (2008),  of  the  research

findings, some such as that of Cheng and Steffensen (1996)  revealed  that students’ writing

skills are susceptible to improve as a result of exposure to instruction dealing with the different

metadiscourse features (p. 76).

In addition, according to  Ebrahimi (2018),  Crismore (1982) argues that in order for a

writer to signal a shift in the subject or arriving at a conclusion, that what is added is more or less

reliable, or to assure the significance of their ideas, they use some metadiscourse markers in

most  texts.  No definition  of  terms  ,  acknowledgement  of  difficult  lines  of  thought  or  even

reference  to  the  existence  of  an  audience  can  occur  without  the  deployment  of  the  right

metadiscourse features (p. 91). Furthermore, according to  Ebrahimi (2018),  Crismore (1982)

stated that the responsibility of providing appropriate transition statement to move from one idea

to the next and to place signals in the text regularly, so the reader/ listener can see how the text is
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intended together, falls on the writer/ speaker. These signals are called metadiscourse markers (p.

91).  The  receiver  of  the  message  will  better  understand the  author’s text  plan  if  he  knows

metadiscourse awareness and strategies of using it (Crismore& Farnsworth, 1990, as cited in

Ebrahimi, 2018, p. 91).

Additionally, metadiscourse can fulfill a set of purposes as far as readers’ comprehension

is concerned, be they native or non-native.For instance, metadiscourse can play a facilitative role

in the processing of the information presented in the texts, showcase the stance of the writer

towards the texts and the information included, and mediate the negotiation of the stance and

engagement with the text (Hyland, 2005, as cited in Ebrahimi, 2018, p. 90). Having said that, the

readers expect to find their texts signalled with metadiscourse markers in a way that suffices

them to understand the intended meaning from the texts easily and explicitly (Hyland, 2005, as

cited in  Ebrahimi, 2018 , p. 90). According to Ebrahimi (2018),  non-native speakers, however,

seem to have more interest in the existence or non-existence of metadiscourse features since it is

more significant  for them to facilitate  reading comprehension  (p.  90).  In other  words,  they

search for these markers to help them to decode the meaning intended by the writer.

Metadiscourse has a significant role in facilitating a reader-writer interaction in texts and

persuading the readers, developing student’s writing skill,  providing a smooth move between

text  sentences,  clauses,andparagraphs,hence  making  it  easier  for  the  reader  to  follow  and

understand the writer’s line of thought.

1.2.2 The Structure of a Well-written General Introduction 

According to Boubekeur (2021), general introduction writing is extremely fundamental, for it

is the second part that is read by target reader right after  the abstract (p, 3). Resultantly,  he
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suggested a number of steps to consider for a well-written general introduction. According to

Boubekeur (2021), They are as follows: 

1. General description of the areas of concern, around (2 paragraphs).
2. Significance of the study (why this research is important).

 Include explicit statement of significance specific to the research. 
 Why is it important to conduct the study?
 This section will probably not be very long but it should be very powerful.

3. State the aim of the research
4.  Problem Statement;
 Identify the purpose of the research explicitly.
 The introduction should lead up to and provide support for the problem statement.

5. Research questions and hypotheses.
6. Research Methodology (how did the researcher conduct the study).
 Research tools (surveys, observation, etc.)
 Participants and setting (case study).

7. Dissertation division (how many chapters does the memoir have?)
 Brief description of each chapter

8. Summarize the major results
9. Conclusions. (p. 3)

To conclude, the general introduction of a master dissertation  is of a significant status . that

is, the value and function attached by writers to their general introductions are quite crucial in

addressing their research to scholars and readers who are from the same  research community –

and those  who are not ,yet are interested in the topic. Resultantly, it should be well written by

follow a number of steps. 

 Conclusion

This  chapter  has  reviewed  definitions  of  the  concept  metadiscourse   its  principles,

classifications and its relation to the academic activity of writing. Furthermore, this review has

attempted to  showcase the primordial  role  played bymetadiscourse in  enabling the writer  to

assume an identity,to craft a stance,and to negotiate potentially controversial claims in response

to  the  hypothetical  expectations  of  a  disciplinary  audience.Moreover,metadiscourse  enables

readers  especially  non-native  speakers  to  understand  the  subtle  messages  encoded  in  the
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text,decipher  the  writer’s  stance  regarding  the  issue  being  discussed,and  notice  his

epistemological positioning.
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ChapterTwo

Fieldwork

Introduction

In the light of the review of the literature related to the role played by MD in academic

texts,  the practical part  of the present study investigates the type and sources of students’

problems in the use of MD in writing GIs of master dissertations. In this regard, the first part

provides a quantitative and qualitative description of the use of MD markers in the GIs of a

sample of dissertations selected on the basis  of convenience.  The dissertations in question

have been written by non-native students of English specializing in the didactics of foreign

languages at  Mohammed Seddik Ben Yahia University in Jijel.It is worth noting that Hyland’s

model of MD (2005) has been adopted as a framework for conducting this analysis. As for the

second part of the study,it is devoted to gauging the causes of master students’ problems in

using  MD  features  revealed  in  the  first  part.To achieve  this  aim,an  interview  has  been

designed and administered to a sample of five supervisors selected at random among those

who supervised the dissertations selected for the afore-mentioned analysis.

1.1. The Corpora Analysis

1.1.1. The Sample

In my attempt to seek a relevant and reliable answer to the aforementioned research

question,  a  sample  of  fifteen  (15)  master  dissertations  produced  by  master  two  students

specialising in the didactics of English at Mohammed Seddik Ben Yahiauniversity in Jijel. It

should be noted that the sample has been randomly selected on the basis of convenience. 

1.1.2. Description of the Corpora Analysis 

In order  to investigate  the use of the MD markers  used  by the

different writers of master dissertations’ GIs, this study was conducted. The
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corpus  selected  for  this  study  consistS  of  15  master  dissertations’ GIs

collected  from  a  non-native  English  speaking  university,  Mohammed

Seddik Ben Yahia University in Jijel. The analysis of this corpus was based

on the concept of obligatory context defined by Brown,as “Each obligatory

context can be regarded as a kind of test item which the [subject] passes by

supplying the required morpheme or fails by supplying none or one that is

incorrect”  (  as  cited  inDisbrow-Chen2004,  p.  11).  Accordingly,  each

instance  of  the  obligatory  context  is  counted  when  there  is  a  correct,

erroneous or no use of a  metadiscourse marker  in  the analysed corpus.

Moreover,  To  ensure  the  validity  and  reliability  of  the  results  of  the

analysis in hand, I have used three raters including myself to analyse the

samples. To ensure further validity and reliability , the analysis have been

revised by the raters after a week period of the analysis in question. To

conduct the analysis,  Hyland's (2005) model of MD has been used ; for

,according to  Abdi,  Tavangar&Tavakkoli  (2010),  it  is  simple,  clear  and

comprehensible(as cited in Duruk , 2017,p. 4)

1.1.3. Corpus Codification

In  order  to  preserve  complete  anonymity  of  the  writers  of  the  analysed  samples,

codification  of  the  analysed  corpus  has  been  adopted.  That  is,  to keep the  identity  of  the

writers of the samples confidential,  texts constituting the analysed corpus were codified in the

form of  a  two-letter  acronym and  a  number.  The  two  letters  denote  the  phrase  “general

introduction” (GI); the latter is followed by a number (from 1 to 15) for further illustrative and

statistical purposes. An example of this would be GI1.

1.2.  Description of the Teachers’ Interview:
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 In order to support the data generated from the corpus analysis, a teachers’ interview

was conducted. Five (05) supervisors of the analysed master dissertations were interviewed.

Two of them were interviewed online. As for these two, no direct quotes were included in this

chapter since it was impossible to record them. For it is an important aspect of conducting

quality  research  is  to  make sure that  the values  included in one’s research are  but  a  real

accurate reflection of the person’s thoughts when they answered the questions in the interview,

after the transcription of the interviews, I have resorted to  data cleaning to resolve any type of

inconsistencies. I have been going through the data, going back to the recorded interview or

the notes for those participants who were interviewed online and checking them multiple times

to ensure that each response of each participant included in this chapter corresponds 100 % to

the responses bestowed by participants.

2.1. Data Discussion and Analysis:

2.1.1.  Analysis of the Results of the Corpora Analysis

Table 04 : The Frequency of the Correct, Erroneous and No Use of Metadiscourse in the GIs 

of Master Dissertations

Metadiscour
se markers

Obli
gato-
ory
Cont
ext

Correct 
Use 
( frequen
cy) (%)

Example(s) No 
Use  
(%)

Example(s) Erroneou
s Use  
(%)

Example(
s)

Interactive 
MD

Transitions

Frame 
Markers

759

255

182

84.57

90.37

72.49

The 
following 
questions

In addition, 
moreover

Next

08.74

07.19

25.19

first

Therefore, 
moreover

First, 
second

00.95

02.43

00.00

further

And, then
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Endophoric 
Markers

Evidentials

Code 
Glosses

123

148

51

100

86.67

73.33

The 
following, 
the 
following 
research 
questions

According 
to Deborah 
Tannen 
(1986), 
(Holmes 
1991, p. 
210)

Such as

00.00

00.00

11.33 In other 
words

00.00

00.00

00.00

Interactional 
MD

Hedges

Boosters

Attitude 
Markers

Engagement 
Markers

Self-
Mentions

156

59

12

41

02

42

53.07

86.67

50.00

58.67

00.00

66.67

We

Can, may

Actually

Most 
importantly 

We, us

10.27

00.00

06.67

14.67

10.00

00.00

We 

In fact

Interestingl
y

Note that 

00.66

00.00

03.33

00.00

00.00

00.00

In fact

In fact

The table above shows that master two students of applied linguistics, TEFL, of the

non-native English speaking university Mohammed Seddik Ben Yahia University, in Jijel, use

all types of metadiscourse, yet this use is manifested in three main categories for each type.

First of all, the first category is correct use which , as you can see, is of the highest frequency

amongst the rest two categories for each type of metadiscourse but that of the engagement

markers type (00%).Then, the second category is that of no use of metadiscourse. The latter is

of a low frequency to a no frequency at all. Finally, the last category is that of Erroneous use.
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The frequency of the latter is very significantly low to none. Frame markers represent the

highest frequency in this category with a percentage of 02.32, followed by transitions that are

of 01.48 per cent. The rest of  types are of no frequency.

The table above also shows that in the category of correct use, the use of Interactive

MD (84.75%) is significantly more frequent  than  that of Interactional MD (53.73%) while in

the  second category, no  use,  it  is  the  no  use  of  Interactional  MD (10.27%) that  is  more

frequent. Interestingly, you can see that in the last category, erroneous Use, Interactive MD

(00.76%) is of a so significantly low frequency whilst Interactional MD is of a zero.

The analysis of the frequency of each category mentioned above is provided separately

below.

2.1.1.1. The Use of Interactive MD in the Corpus

Table 05 : The Frequency of the Correct, Erroneous and No Use of Interactive MD in the GIs

of Master Dissertations

Metadiscour
se markers

Obli
gato
ory
Cont
ext

Correct 
Use 
( frequen
cy) (%)

Example(s
)

No 
Use  
(%)

Example(s
)

Erroneo
us Use  
(%)

Example(
s)

Interactive 
MD

759 84.57 The 
following 
questions

08.74 First 00.95 Further

As the table above demonstrates,  the use of interactive MD was divided into three

categories. The table, also, shows that the correct use of the former is of a high frequency

(84.57%)  compared  to  its  frequency  of  no  use  (08.74%)  and  that  of  erroneous  use

(00.95%).Given that this  type of MD assists  the researcher, in managing the data flow to

explicitly establish their favoured interpretations and arguments; the fully correct use of such

type  is  required  to  craft  a  genuinely   adequate  piece  of  writing,  including  the  general
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introductions  of  master  dissertations  that  are  per  se  a  long argument  crafted  for  the  sole

purpose  of  conveying  the  audience  of  the  relevant  field  of  study  to  believe  in  a  certain

hypothesis. Having said that, the frequency of the no use along with that of the erroneous use

should be way less than what have been found in this analysis which is quite problematic. An

example of correct use can be seen in GI1 in which the writers have used an interactive MD,

an endophoric marker, to refer to information that are mentioned in another part of the same

dissertation.  They have used “the above research questions” in  the part  that is  devoted to

research hypothesis to refer to the research questions that were mentioned in the part that is

devoted to research questions: “From the above research questions, we hypothesize…”

 It seems that the writers have successfully supplied the right MD marker in the right

place. On the other hand, there seem to be instances in which a given MD marker should be

used,  according  to  the  principles  of  obligatory  context.  Nevertheless,  the  MD  marker  in

question has not been supplied at all. For instance, the interactive MD marker “first”, which is

a frame marker, has not been used in GI1 in the following text : “as a rich field of study, text

anxiety has been investigated by several researchers.[First] A study conducted in Pakistan…In

addition, Alam (2013) investigated…”. The writers have stated a number of studies conducted

in their field of interest, yet they have not used an interactive MD, specifically a frame marker,

to organise the different sequences of this text. In other words, they failed by supply none of

interactive MD. Along with correct use and no use of interactive MD markers, there are, also,

manifestations of erroneous use of the former. An example of this would be when the writers

of the GI1 used “further”, which is a transition, instead of a frame marker, “finally”, in the

following  sentence  “The  test  is  consisted  of  four  sections,  each  one  aims  to  investigate

particular area,  further the students must answer using specific statements mentioned in the

test  paper.”.  The writers  have used this  sentence as a  concluding sentence to  a paragraph
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entitled “Means of Research”, having said that, and according to the raters who conducted the

analysis, the frame marker “finally” would be the proper discourse marker to use.

2.1.1.2. The Use of Transitions in the Corpus

Table 06 : The Frequency of the Correct, Erroneous and No Use of Transitions in the GIs of 

Master Dissertations

Metadiscour
se markers

Obli
gato
ory
Cont
ext

Correct 
Use 
( frequen
cy) (%)

Example(s
)

No 
Use  
(%)

Example(s
)

Erroneo
us Use  
(%)

Example(
s)

Transitions 255 90.37 In 
addition, 
moreover

07.19 Therefore, 
moreover

02.43 And, then

The correct use of transitions have occupied the second rank in the analysed samples

( see the table above). It has exceeded 90% of obligatory context which indicates that the

students in question have succeeded in demonstrating an adequate use of this  MD feature

which is quite significant, it may affect the crafting of an adequate general introduction, due to

the fact that the latter is a long argument which needs to be logical and cohesive. This is only

realised through a fully correct use of transitions. An example of correct use of this particular

discourse marker can be seen in GI2 in which the writers have used a transition  to express

semantic relations between clauses. They have used “therefore” to mark consequential steps in

the discourse.  “Modern approaches to  teachingshifted the attention to students and argued

thatstudent-centeredclasses  might  be  more  effective  than  theirteacher-centeredcounterparts.

Therefore,  students'  involvement  in  the  learning  process  has  become  their  major

concern.Drama.” As you can see the writers have successfully supply the right MD marker in

the right place. But, there seem to be incidents in which a certain transition should be supplied,

according to the principles of obligatory context, yet the MD marker in question has not been
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used  at  all.  For  example,  the  transition  “consequently”  has  not  been  used  in  GI2  in  the

following  example  :  “The  impact  of  this  notion  on  language  acquisition  theory

hasbeenextraordinary due to the fact that Intercultural Communicative Competence enlarges

learners’ knowledge and raises their awareness about the similarities and differences between

the native and the target culture.”

“[Consequently] Modern approaches to teachingshifted the attention to students and

argued  thatstudent-centeredclasses  might  be  more  effective  than  theirteacher-

centeredcounterparts.”.  The  writers  have  inserted  an  independent  clause  which  is  a  result

clause, nontheless they have not used a transition to mark the transition from the cause to the

effect. That is to say, they failed by supply no transition in this example. A side from the

correct use and no use of transitions, note that there is, also, erroneous use of the former.an

example of this would be in GI2 when the writers stated “Researchers…have proved that it is

not  enough to  knowthe  target  language,tomaster  its  grammatical  rules,  andtomemorize  its

vocabulary.However, besides being able to use the language correctly, one must also be able

to use itappropriately”. According to the raters who analysed the GIs, although the relation

between the first clause and the second one is a cause and effect relationship, the writers have

used “however” which is a transition marking contrastive steps in the discourse. This by far is

an erroneous use of the transition.

Overall, as  far  as  the  obligatory  context  is  concerned  and  given  that  a  subject  is

acquired by the learner when he or she correctly uses the former  in 90  % of its obligatory

context ( Paul, 2007, p. 353), master two students seem to have a mastery over the use of

transitions, this could be because these students have received proper training with regard to

the use of such type of metadiscourse markers in the course of Academic Writing in their first
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and second year  at the university level. The latter made them familiar with how and when to

use this particular type of metadiscourse.

2.1.1.3. The Use of Frame Markers in the Corpus

Table 07 : The Frequency of the Correct, Erroneous and No Use of Frame Markers in the GIs 

of Master Dissertations

Metadiscour
se markers

Obli
gato-
ory
Cont
ext

Correct 
Use 
( frequen
cy) (%)

Example(s
)

No 
Use  
(%)

Example(s
)

Erroneo
us Use  
(%)

Example(
s)

Frame 
Markers

182 72.49 Next 25.19 First, 
second

00.00

The frequency of correct use of frame markers was not as high compared to the rest

types (72.49%) ( see the table above). Moreover, it indicates that the writers of the samples do

not have a full mastery over the use of this feature. On the other hand, the frequency of the

erroneous use of the former is of a zero; furthermore, the no use category of this type is of a

fairly high frequency (25.19%). This indicates that the writers of the samples are more familiar

with  the  correct  use  of  frame  markers  but  still  ignorant  of  when  to  use  them.  This  is

problematic for the former is crucial to organise the text boundaries or elements of a schematic

text structure, including an argumentative essay such as a general introduction. An example of

correct  use can be seen in  GI2 in  which the writers  have used frame markers to  refer  to

discourse sequences. They have used “first” and “second” to sequence their  discourse and

render  it  more  comprehensible  and  logical  for  the  reader  “The  researcher,nevertheless,

recommended  two things:  first, teachers  must  take… interests;  second,  teachers  must  be

provided with...” Note that the writers have successfully supplied the right MD marker in the

right place. However, there seem to be incidents in which a given frame marker should be
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supplied, according to the principles of obligatory context; nonetheless, the MD marker in

question has not been used at all. For example, the frame marker “firstly” has not been used in

IG2 in the following text : “Some studies which were carried in this respect arecited bellow.

[Firstly]  Barreto  (2014)studied  language  acquisition…”.  The  writers  have  listed  a

number of studies, nontheless they have not use frame markers, to put them in order so to

organise the different sequences of their discourse. In other words, they failed by supplying

none of the frame markers in this  case.  A side from the correct  use and no use of frame

markers, you can see that there is no erroneous use of the former. The latter indicates that

master two students are more familiar with how to use this particular type of metadiscourse

then when to use it. This should not be the case for the students in question have studied the

use of frame markers  in  middle school.  This  leads  to hypothesise that  students  in middle

school have been taught properly the use of frame markers, yet they have been taught  more on

how to use frame markers but not when to use them when they should.

2.1.1.4. The Use of Endophoric Markers in the Corpus

Table 08 : The Frequency of the Correct, Erroneous and No Use of Endophoric Markers in the 

GIs of Master Dissertations

Metadiscour
se markers

Obli
gato
ory
Cont
ext

Correct 
Use 
( frequen
cy) (%)

Example(s
)

No 
Use  
(%)

Example(s
)

Erroneo
us Use  
(%)

Example(
s)

Endophoric 
Markers

123 100 the 
followingr
esearch 
questions

00.00 00.00

The correct use of endophoricmarkers  have occupied the first rank in the analysed

samples (100%) (see the table above). Both the no use and the erroneous use of the former are
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of a zero frequency which indicates that the writers of the samples are quite familiar with the

correct use of this type. An example of correct use for this type of MD would be in GI11 “In

order to reach the aim of the current research the following questions will be asked:…”.

 In  this  example  the  writers  have  used  the  endophoric  marker  “  the  following

questions” to  refer to information that  are in  another  part  of the text,  in this  example the

information  are  yet  to  come in  the  next  two  sentences.  In  other  words,  the  writers  have

successfully supplied the right MD, the right endophoric marker, in the right place. This shows

that these students have a complete mastery over the use of endophoric markers perhaps this

could be due to the fact that they are implicitly taught how to use them through constant

exposure to this discourse feature in handouts at the level of university.

2.1.1.5. The Use of Evidentials in the Corpus

Table 09 : The Frequency of the Correct, Erroneous and No Use of Evidentials in the GIs of 

Master Dissertations

Metadiscour
se markers

Obli
gato
ory
Cont
ext

Correct 
Use 
( frequen
cy) (%)

Example(s
)

No 
Use  
(%)

Example(s
)

Erroneo
us Use  
(%)

Example(
s)

Evidentials 148 86.67 According
to 
Deborah 
Tannen 
(1986)

00.00 00.00

The frequency of the correct use of evidentials is quite high in the analysed samples;

nonetheless, it is not high enough to claim that the writers of the samples have a mastery over

the use of this  type of MD (86.67%) (see the table above).  This is  problematic,  for these

students have receive training as far as the use of evidential is concerned in the course of

Research Methodology in their second and third year of license. This leads me to hypothesise
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that  maybe  this  training  was  not  enough  for  them to  master  the  use  of  evidential  which

suggests an issue, for they can violate the rules of academia through plagiarism. An example

of correct use of such type of MD marker can be seen in GI5 in which the writers state:

“According to Barnett (1988), reading strategies refer to …”. The writers of this example

have correctly used an evidential to refer to the source of information they have mentioned

right after the use of this MD marker in order to avoid plagiarism, which indicates that these

two students in particular are aware of the shortcomings of plagiarism.

Interestingly, just  like  the case  of  endophoric  markers,  both of  the  no use and the

erroneous use of the former are of a zero frequency. 

2.1.1.6. The Use of Code Glosses in the Corpus

Table 10 : The Frequency of the Correct, Erroneous and No Use of Code Glosses in the GIs of 

Master Dissertations

Metadiscour
se markers

Obli
gato
ory
Cont
ext

Correct 
Use 
( frequen
cy) (%)

Example(s
)

No 
Use  
(%)

Example(s
)

Erroneo
us Use  
(%)

Example(
s)

Code 
Glosses

51 73.33 Such as 11.33 In 
otherwords

00.00

The use of code glosses in the corpus, as can be seen in the table above, is manifested

in two categories, correct use (73.33%)  and no use (11.33%).  The frequency of the correct

use is high, yet not high enough to reach the standard of 90% . This indicates that master

students have no mastery over the use of code glosses; this could be due to the fact that they

have not been taught what they are or how to use them. An example of correct use of such type

of MD marker  can be seen in  GI5 in  which the writers  state:  “In addition to  the printed

sources,  another  major  concern  arises  due  to  the  technological  development  which  is  the
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online sources  such as internet-articles ...”.  In this  example,  the writers  have used a  MD

marker, a  code  gloss,  to  give  examples  of  online  sources  for  further  clarifications.  These

writers seem to have supplied the right MD marker in the right place.

On the other hand, the frequency of the no use of the MD marker in question, although

little, may affect the crafting of an adequate argumenive text, such as general introductions of

master dissertations, for it helps signaling the restatement of Information. An example of no

use of such type of MD marker can be seen in GI5 in which the writers state: “The use of the

internet has become an important part of the learning process in and out of the class. [Namely]

The internet provides a vast range of materials…”. The writers have given a factual statement

followed by an explanatory statement to assist the reader to grasp the intended meaning. This

requires the use of the code gloss “namely”, which they failed in supplying it by not using it. 

2.1.1.7.The Use of Interactional MD in the Corpus

Table 11 : The Frequency of the Correct, Erroneous and No Use of Interactional MD in the 

GIs of Master Dissertations

Metadiscour
se markers

Obli
gato
ory
Cont
ext

Correct 
Use 
( frequen
cy) (%)

Example(s
)

No 
Use  
(%)

Example(s
)

Erroneo
us Use  
(%)

Example(
s)

Interactional
MD

156 53.07 We 10.27 We 00.66 In fact

As you can see in the table above, the frequency of the correct use of Interactional MD

in  the  analysed  samples  of  the  general  introductions  of  master  dissertations  is  quite  low

compared to the use of interactive MD, but both of their frequencies are not high enough to

exceed 90% so to claim that the aforementioned students master the use of such type of MD.

An example of correct use of interactional MD can be seen in GI15 in which the writers state:
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“Wehypothesise ...”.  The writers of this  example have correctly  used an interactional  MD

marker, a self mention, ”we”  to make an explicit refer to them ( the authors) to mark their

presence. 

Note that the no use of such type of MD, although little, may significantly impact the

crafting of an adequate general introduction. An example of no use of interactional MD can be

detected in GI15 in which the writers state: “Reading is considered as a complex process that

requires many factors which may affect reader’s reading ability. [In fact] Some of the factors

that cause difficulties are ...”. The writers have given a factual statement followed by a more

specific detailed statement. This requires the use of the booster “in fact”, which they failed in

supplying it by not using it. 

The erroneous use, however, has a quite low frequency. An example of it can be seen in

GI8 in which the writers state: “Infact, the main aim of studying English is to master the

language and communicate with it fluently however….”. It is important to mention that the

writers have introduced their general introduction with this statement; that is to say, they have

started their general introduction with the booster “in fact” which is incorrect in this case, for

the writers have not given a more general factual statement so it can be followed by this more

specific  detailed  one.  This  requires  the  use  of  the  booster  “in  fact”,  which  they  failed  in

supplying it by not supplying a given clause before it.

All of this suggests that the writers of the analysed samples are unfamiliar with when

to use of such type, and this indicates an issue; for , according to Hyland (2008) “those in the

humanities and social sciences taking far more explicitly involved and personal positions than

those in the science and engineering fields”(pp. 12-13). In other words, in the field of applied

linguistics it is expected of the writer in the latter to correctly use such type of MD more than

those writers who belong to the field of hard sciences.
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2.1.1.8. The Use of Hedges in the Corpus

Table 12 : The Frequency of the Correct, Erroneous and No Use of Hedges in the GIs of 

Master Dissertations

Metadiscour
se markers

Obli
gato
ory
Cont
ext

Correct 
Use 
( frequen
cy) (%)

Example(s
)

No 
Use  
(%)

Example(s
)

Erroneo
us Use  
(%)

Example(
s)

Hedges 59 86.67 Can, may 00.00 00.00

The frequency of  the  correct  use  of  hedges  is,  as  you can see in  the table  above,

relatively high in the samples analysed (86.67%). Nevertheless,  this  frequency is  not high

enough to exceed 90% so to claim that master two students who wrote the analysed samples

have a mastery over the use of such type of MD, hedges. This is problematic because, in the

field of applied linguistics, it is expect of the writer to correctly use such type of MD more

than the writers  in  other  fields.  This  is  an issue,  especially  after  all  of  the training  these

students have received, they have been taught how to use this specific MD marker at the level

of middle school; secondary school and university, the grammar course. They should have a

full mastery over the use of hedges, but surprisingly they do not. This leads me to suggest that

there must be a problem with the approach (es) used to teach these students the use of hedges.

 An example of correct use of interactional MD can be seen in GI8 in which the writers

state: “The more students of third year have the feeling of fear of making errors the less they

could perform effectively”. The writers have used the hedge “could” to mark their reluctance

to present their full commitment to the proposition. 

Moreover, just like in the case of endophoric markers and evidentials both of the no

use and the erroneous use of this type of MD are of a zero frequency 

2.1.1.9. The Use of Boosters in the Corpus
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Table 13 : The Frequency of the Correct, Erroneous and No Use of Boosters in the GIs of

Master Dissertations

Metadiscour
se markers

Obli
gato
ory
Cont
ext

Correct 
Use 
( frequen
cy) (%)

Example(s
)

No 
Use  
(%)

Example(s
)

Erroneo
us Use  
(%)

Example(
s)

Boosters 12 50.00 Actually 06.67 In fact 03.33 In fact

as you can see in the table above, the frequency of the correct use of booster (50%) has

not reached  90% which indicates that the writes of the samples have issues with regard to

using boosters. The latter is problematic because in the field of applied linguistics the writer in

the latter is supposed to correctly use such type of MD more than the writers in the field of

hard sciences. An example of correct use of boosters can be seen in GI15 in which the writers

state: “Actually, many EFL learners feel that …”. In this particular example, the writers have

used  the  booster  “actually”  to  emphasise  their  certainty  with  regard  to  the  propositional

information they have stated right before the clause mentioned in the example above. This

means they have successfully supplied the right booster in the right place. Examples of no use

and erroneous use , not a lot but still, ( see page and page )can be found in the corpus which

can be detrimental to arguments granted in the former, for in the field of applied linguistics the

use of such type of MD is crucial according to Hyland (2008,p. 14)

the no mastery over the use of boosters can be attributed to the fact that students in

Algeria  at  all  levels  have  received  little  to  no  training  as  far  as  the  use  of  boosters  is

concerned, for the latter is not included in any curriculum of any level.  

2.1.1.10. The Use of Attitude Markers in the Corpus

Table 14 : The Frequency of the Correct, Erroneous and No Use of Attitude Markers in the GIs

of Master Dissertations
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Metadiscour
se markers

Obli
gato
ory
Cont
ext

Correct 
Use 
( frequen
cy) (%)

Example(s
)

No 
Use  
(%)

Example(s) Erroneo
us Use  
(%)

Example(
s)

Attitude 
Markers

41 58.67 Most 
importantl
y

14.67 Interestingl
y

00.00

The  use  of  attitude  markers  in  the  corpus,  as  can  be  seen  in  the  table  above,  is

manifested in two categories, correct use(58.67%)  and no use (14.67%).  The frequency of the

correct use is fairly low compared to  the rest types , and it does not reach 90 % which means

that the writers of the samples analysed have no mastery over the use of this type of MD

markers, attitude markers. This could be due to the fact that students are unfamiliar with such

MD feature because it has not been taught to them. I have arrived at such hypothesis for ,after

scanning  through  the  curriculums  of   middle  school,  secondary  school  and  university  ,

grammar and writing modules curriculum taught in Jijel university. 

An example of correct use of boosters can be seen in GI1 in which the writers state:

“Test anxiety may also be related to classroom anxiety...  Most importantly, if teachers use

scaffolding as a guiding and supportive strategy… this will be considered helpful by students

in reducing the debilitating effects and levels of test anxiety.” The writers have used an attitude

marker to express their attitude towards the aforementioned propositional information, which

means  they  have  successfully  supplied  the  right  MD  marker,  the  attitude  marker  “most

importantly” in the right place.

On the other hand, the frequency of the no use of the MD marker in question is fairly

significant. This means that the writers of the analysed samples are still not fully familiar with

when to properly use it. This suggests an issue, for the writer in the field of applied linguistics

is supposed to correctly use this type of MD more than the writers in the field of hard sciences
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An example  of  no use of  boosters  can  be  seen  in  GI2 in  which  the  writers  state:

“However, the achievement of the Intercultural Competence (IC), which is the main concern

of this dissertation, requires the acquisition of non-linguistic skills”.

“[Interestingly]  Two researchers  attempted  to  investigate  the  impact  of  drama  on

developing intercultural  communication.”  The writers have not  used an attitude marker  to

move smoothly from the first clause mentioned to the second expressing their attitude towards

the aforementioned propositional information , which means they have failed in supplying the

right MD marker, the attitude marker “interestingly” by not supplying it in the right place.

2.1.1.11. The Use of Engagement Markers in the Corpus

Table 15 : The Frequency of the Correct, Erroneous and No Use of Engagement Markers in 

the GIs of Master Dissertations

Metadiscour
se markers

Obli
gato
ory
Cont
ext

Correct 
Use 
( frequen
cy) (%)

Example(s
)

No 
Use  
(%)

Example(s
)

Erroneo
us Use  
(%)

Example(
s)

Engagement 
Markers

02 00.00 10.00 Note that 00.00

This particular type of MD has the lowest frequency of correct use (00%) and a fairly

low frequency of no use (10.00%). The frequency of erroneous use of such type is of a zero.

Having said that, this suggests that the writers of the analysed samples are ignorant of the

correct use of such type. This also suggests that they are unfamiliar with when to use such type

of MD. The latter is problematic because in the field of applied linguistics it is expect of the

writer in the latter to correctly use such type of MD more than the writers in other fields.

This issue can be a result of lack to no training as far as the use of such type of MD

marker  is  concerned.  I  have  arrived  at  such  hypothesis  since  after  scanning  through  the
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curriculums  of   middle  school,  secondary  school  and  university  ,  grammar  and  writing

modules curricula taught in Jijel university; I have found no lesson tackling the use of this MD

feature or even what it is.  

An example of no use of such type of MD markers, engagement markers is in GI13

when the writers stated: “Teaching and learning a foreign language is not easy. [Consider that

]  Studies  of  foreign  language  use  have  shown kinds  of  problems  and  difficulties  foreign

language learners face...”. The writers failed in supplying an engagement marker to explicitly

address the reader  by selectively focusing his\her  attention through the use of  imperative.

According to the raters there was no smooth transition from the first clause to the second until

an engagement marker was successfully supplied in this example.

2.1.1.12. The Use of Self-Mentions in the Corpus

Table 16 : The Frequency of the Correct, Erroneous and No Use of Self-Mentions in the GIs of

Master Dissertations

Metadiscour
se markers

Obligato
ry
Context

Correct 
Use 
( frequen
cy) (%)

Example(
s)

No 
Use 
(%)

Example(
s)

Erroneo
us Use  
(%)

Example(
s)

Self-
Mentions

42 66.67 We, us 00.0
0

00.00

As shown by the table above, the frequency of the correct use of self-mentions is quite

low compared to the rest types of MD (66.67%) , and yet did not reach 90 % so to claim that

those students have a mastery over the use of such type of MD, whereas the frequencies of

both categories of no use and erroneous use for this MD feature are of  zero frequencies. All of

this indicates that the writers of the analysed dissertations are unfamiliar with how to use such

type of MD which is problematic, for writers in humanities and social sciences, such as the
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field of applied linguistics, are expected to correctly use such type of MD more than those

writers who belong to the field of hard sciences.

This issue could be due to the fact that master two students were not properly taught

that  the use of first  personal  pronoun in academic writing including academic essays and

research papers is considered academic and professional.

An example of correct use of self-mentions can be seen in GI13 when the writers state:

“We hypothesize that…”. The writers have marked their presence in the text by using “we”. 

2.1.2. Overall Analysis of the Results generated by the Corpus Analysis

      Based on Hyland’s (2005) model, the corpus selected for the present study has been

codified and analysed with reference to the use of MD features in terms of correct use, no use

and  erroneous  use.  This  analysis  has  generated  the  following  results  for  each  of  the

metafunctions  of  MD markers  stipulated  by the  model  in  question,namely  interactive  and

interactional MD markers.

-As far as interactive metadiscourse markers are concerned,the corpus analysis has revealed

that  master  students  have  demonstrated  an  adequate  use  of

transitions,framemarkers,andendophoricmarkers,but  failed to  demonstrate  the required level

with regard to two markersn,namely evidential and code glosses.

As far as the interactional metadiscoursemetafunction, the analysis of the corpus under

study has revealed that master two students have failed in demonstrating an adequate level

with regard to all the defining features of this metafunction,namely hedges,boosters, attitude

markers,  engagement  markers  and  self-mention.It  is  worth  noting  here  that  engagement

markers have been totally absent in the data.

2.1.3. Analysis of the Results of the Teachers’ Interview

Q1: When have you started supervising master dissertations?
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When asked about when they have embarked on their supervising journey of master

dissertations,  the participants have bestowed different answers: participant 01 reported that

they  have  started  this  journey 6 years  ago;  however, participant  02 have  stated  that  their

journey  have  started  since  4  or  5  years  ago.  One  more  participant,  participant  03,  have

reported  that  they  have  started  supervising  master  dissertations  in  2013.  The  rest  two

participants have reported that they have stared supervising master dissertations 7 years ago.

2/Do  you  think  that  supervising  master  dissertations  in  applied  linguistics  requires

specific skills and savoir-faire (knowledge)?

All of the participants have answered with a yes when they were asked whether they

think that a supervisor should have a set of specific skills and savoir-faire. 

3/Have you ever received any specific training aimed at equipping you with the necessary

skills to coach master students production of their  dissertations?

Of the teachers interviewed, all have answered in the negative, as they were asked

whether they have received any specific training as far as equipping them with the essential

specific skills and savoir-faire to supervise master students dissertations is concerned.

4/Are you satisfied with students’ level in reasoning and writing dissertations in AL?

When asked about their attitude with regard to the level demonstrated by the students

they  have  supervised,  all  of  the  participants  argued  that  most  of  the  students  fail  to

demonstrate an adequate level in writing. Moreover, participant05 added that there is a need

for  introducing the  module  of  Academic  Writing  in  the  master  programme.  The latter, as

reported by them, was a subject of discussion with their colleagues. 
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5/ Do you think that there should be a logical order of text sequences and clauses ?

The sole reason behind asking about the logicalorder of text sequences and clauses is to

establish  the  supervisors’  attitudes  towards  the  use  of frame  markers,  transitions  and

endophoric markers.  All  of the teachers have answered with a “yes”. Participant04 further

added “…you need to know a thing or two about stylistics…critical thinking, logical thinking,

principles of argumentation, these, erm the students are lacking in all of these departments”. 

6/How is that manifested in writing by the students? / What type of expressions are used

by them ?

The rationale for catechizing about the manifestation of logical order of text sequences

and clauses is to gain more knowledge with regard to the use of  frame markers, transitions,

boosters and endophoric markers by the supervised students from the supervisors’ perspective.

Firstly, participant 01 referred to the use of frame markers as linking words to manifest logical

order  in  texts  and  called  them  endophoric  and  exophoric  references  and  metadiscourse

markers.” Participant04; however, referred to the use of transitions to manifest logical order in

texts: “certain words! It depends actually… sometimes you want to contrast sometimes you

want  to  compare  sometimes  you  want  to  express  consequence…”.  Participant  05,

incongruously, argued that there should be a structure that one has to follow which hereby

compels  students  to  use  certain  words,  namely  frame  markers  and  transitions.  Like

participant05, participant03 emphasised the use of frame markers and transitions to betoken

the existence of logical order of text sequences and clauses; nonetheless, they added that this is

but a direct manifestation of the latter; an indirect one would be stating the topic sentence.
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Do you think that the students that you have supervised succeeded in such manifestation

in their writing of their master dissertations? 

When asked about whether the students supervised by the interviewees succeeded in

manifesting logical order of text sequences and clauses in writing their master dissertations,

the participants established two categories of students. Four out of five teachers reported that

most  of  the  students  failed  in  such  manifestation.  In  this  regard,  participant  03  have

exemplified  by  stating  that  sometimes  there  is  contrast  and  the  students  use  moreover,

something  that  signals  addition.  This  indicates  that  the  students  mix  up  transitions.  This

betokens that they have a lack to no awareness and savoir faire with regard to the functions of

different transitions. Participant02; however, argued that although there are two categories in

this regard, both tend to have diverse issues as far as the use of linking words to manifest

logical  order  in  texts  is  concerned.  They  stated:  “[clears  throat]  I  said  two  categories  of

students. High achievers… they use them excessively, so I try to eliminate them, but even if

they don’t use them excessively …they fall, sometimes, into inappropriateness… As for the

others, sometimes they don’t use them… Don’t use the links between paragraphs between

sentences, erm, they have problems with sentences because they write run-on sentences …”.

Which strategy/strategies  do you tend to use to overcome any mistake or error with

regard to this aspect?

When asked about the strategy/strategies they embrace to overcome mistakes and/or errors

with regard to the proper use of linking words to establish a logical order of text sequences

and clauses, the interviewees’ answers seem to vary among them. Four out of five supervisors

reported that they use one strategy. Each strategy adopted by each supervisor is different from
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the rest. Firstly, Participant01:“Of course you always ask the students to use linking words to

say first second next then consequently … to link the paragraphs, to link the ideas within the –

or the sentences within a paragraph, err, some of them would use some others would not

because, err, …maybe they don’t know all of those linking words or they don’t know how to

use them. Secondly, participant04: “The only strategy I use is, err, ask them to read a book that

I like so much I give them books to read [ with regard to academic writing]… I’ve never

coached the students, right? face-to-face coaching, on how to write properly …we haven’t got

much  time”.  This  indicates  that  no  correction  of  the  students’  mistakes  and/or  errors  is

provided by this supervisor. Thirdly, participant 02: “I discuss with the students what they

should do, it means, the meaning of each sentence”. Finally, Participant03 stated  that they, to

use their words, “start yelling” at the students and retorts with asking for the reason why they

do not reflect on their writing, asks them to read it again, examine it closely, and rendering

them questioning the erroneous use of linking words. However, one participant, participant 05,

reported a no use of any strategy to overcome the aforementioned matter. They stated that they

do not  use  any strategy  per  say;  nonetheless,  they  attempt  to  raise  the  awareness  of  the

students  they  supervise  with  regard  to  their  mistakes  and/or  errors  in  writing  their

dissertations. Yet the participant in question does not do that all the time, for this is solely

dependent on the teacher’s mood. They explained this by saying that the teacher is a human

being, at times the latter can be in the mood for correcting, other times he / she is not. They

further added that they used to pay more attention to the matter; however, the former seems to

diminish overtime. Similarly, participant03 added at the end of the interview that as far as

correcting the mistakes and errors is concerned , when the students are more academically able

ones, the participant in question attempts to perfect and refine their work in order to come up

with a very adequate dissertation; however, when the students are less able ones they produce
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too many mistakes  and errors  to  the  point  that  the supervisor  neglects  such problem and

focuses on bigger ones such as that of the research methodology. 

These answers are significant, for they explain why we still find mistakes and/or errors

in the end product  even though the latter  have been supposedly revised by the student(s)

multiple times, and so by their supervisors. In other words, given that 3 out of 5 supervisors

reported that they do not provide correction for MD markers, this signifies that those mistakes

and/or  errors  cannot  be  proved  to  be  just  errors  from  the  part  of  the  students  and  the

supervisors as expected by the researcher; they are still open to the possibility that they can be

but mistakes from the part of the student(s) that were not corrected by the supervisor, for the

latter focuses on bigger issues such as that of methodology neglecting grammar and syntax

related problems due to the fact that he/she is overwhelmed with what to correct.

7/What  is  the  purpose  behind  academic  writing,  including  dissertation  writing  ?

so what you are saying is that there is an interaction between the writer and reader ? 

Whenasked about the purpose behind academic writing and dissertation writing, of the

teachers, all responded that it is to communicate ideas and information by the author to the

targeted reader. The participants in question were queried about whether they think there is an

interaction  between the  writer  and reader  to  which  the  supervisors  in  question  responded

positively.

8/How is it manifested in texts?/ Can you tell whether the students you supervise  involve

a writer-reader interaction in writing their master dissertations ? How
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Of the purposes behind asking this question, the main one was to get an insight about

supervisors’ attitude towards the use of MD in general. All of the interviewees have associated

the existence of a reader-writer interaction with the use of certain lexical items, which is MD. 

Do you think that the students that you have supervised succeeded in such  manifestation

in their writing Of their master dissertations?  Which strategy/strategies you tend to use

to overcome any mistake or error with regard to this aspect?

When indirectly queried whether their students use MD markers correctly 3 out of 5

participants responded that most students fail in doing so. In this respect, both participants,

participant 05 and participant 03 added that at times the students’ production fails to achieve

intelligibility by the supervisors in question, that is when they read what the supervisees have

written, they ask them about their intended meaning to which they usually respond in a way

which suggests that the uttered meaning and the intended one  are not in likeness. On the other

hand, participant04 responded positively arguing that overall they succeed in using them but

sometimes mistakes and errors occur. Moreover, as for the response of participant 02 there are

two categories of students and some of them tend to succeed in use of MD features.

When asked which strategy/strategies they tend to use to overcome any mistake or

error  with  this  regard,  3out  of  5  participants  actually  reported  that  they  use  a  particular

strategy. they  stated  that  they  ask  them to  reflect  on  their  writing  and  to  repeatedly  and

tirelessly read what they have written. However, participant 05 stated that no strategies are

used by them to overcome the problem in question. Which, again, explains why mistakes and/

or errors are still found in the submitted version of the dissertation. The results of the analysis

above proved that the strategies adopted by the participants are of low effectiveness.  
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9/What are the most difficult aspects of writing a dissertation?

When asked about the most difficult aspects of dissertation writing, Both Participants,

participant03and Participant05, argued that there is a great number of aspects like language

and added that the students lack on a great number of departments like grammar, punctuation

and so many others. In contrast, the rest of the teachers had completely different answers to

this question. First, Participant04 argued for the introduction and the conclusion to be the most

difficult aspects. Secondly, Participant01 argued for the general introduction and the practical

part to be the most difficult aspects, referring to the use of evidentials in the theoretical part.

They suggested: “The general introduction and the practical part because it is there where the

students use their own words, their own language, ok ?it is not like the theoretical part just

copy X says this and that, Y says this and that, etc, and they finish ”. Finally, and contrastingly,

participant02 views identifying the problem and the variables as well as the theoretical part the

most difficult aspect about writing a dissertation.

10/Do you consider trying not to fall in the trap of plagiarism a difficult aspect of writing

a dissertation?

When queried about whether the participants consider attempting to ovoid plagiarism a

difficult aspect of dissertation writing, all responded positively. Interestingly, participant02 

also points out that not all students plagiarise: “there are two categories”. Participant03 added 

that, of the students, most if not all attempt to plaigrise.

11/How do students, namely the students you have supervised, avoid plagiarism?

When asked about the ways adopted by the supervised students to avoid plagiarism,

participant  05,  participant  02  and  participant  01,  stated  that  they  refer  to  the
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source.participant03 added that there are rules of the APA style that one has to follow to avoid

plagiarism. However, participant 04 puts that in our context, students never avoid plagiarism.

In case they fall in the trap of plagiarism,which strategy/strategies you tend to use to

overcome any mistake or error with regard to this aspect?

It is all the same for  Participant03 , participant01 and Participant05; they simply tell

their students that this is plagiarism and they should change it while participant02 gives the

first  time  a  dead  eye  then  warns  the  second  time.  In  contrast  to  the  previous  responses,

participant 04 argued that no strategy is use by them in this regard.The participant in question

stated: “[giggles] I give them advice I don’t think there is any strategy”.

12/Do you choose for your students or grant them liberty to choose the topic they desire?

The rationale for asking this question and the soon-to-come questions is to gain more

knowledge about  the use of  self-mentions, attitude markers by master two students from the

perspective of their supervisors. When queried whether they choose the topics of research to

their students or they leave them the freedom to choose their desired one, four (04) out of five

(05) participants assured that they have been in  both situations. That is, at times they have

chosen for their students, other times they gave them the opportunity to conduct a research on

whatever  they  wish.  In  contrast,  Participant02  mentioned  the  fact  that  law  entrusts  the

supervisor with selecting the topics for their supervised students.

13/Do you think that master students demonstrate an adequate level of engagement with

the topic they choose , in other words do you see their voice in writing?
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The  sole  reason  behind  inquiring  the  interviewees  about  the  supervisees’ voice  in

writing is to gain more insight about the use of  self-mentions, attitude markers, hedges and

boosters. Two out of five participants answered in the negative. In this regard, participant01

stated : “ No!… They are not really aware of voice in writing… [sighs]…personally, I ask

them not  to  use the we or I,  just  use… the researcher  or the the study is  this  and that”.

Likewise,  Participant03  argued  that  even  if  the  students  are  engaged,  they  are  still  not

demonstrating an adequate level when it  comes to writing a dissertation quite yet,  for the

interviewee thinks that they are not ready enough; resultantly, Academic Writing should be

taught at the level of master. The interviewee in question added that as for the use of first

person pronouns such as I and we, they recommend the students to avoid using them. The

supervisor  also  said  that  there  are  so  many  alternatives  to  this  one  in  order  to  keep  it

professional.  Then  they  presented  the  example  of  the  passive  voice  or  just  referring  to

themselves  as  the  researcher(s).  In  contrast,  two  other  participants  answered

positively.Participant02: “of course! they use,  in my opinion[giggles],  err, we don’t advise

them to write this, in my opinion, or I have found…when it comes to practice you just collect

the findings, ok? Analyse them and report them …”. In this regard, participant04 added: “…

yes! They say we,I, sometimes I, but then again I ask them to change that to use the passive

voice which is an impersonal style”. The participant further added: “I was in viva two days

ago when they advised the students to avoid talking about something in absolutist terms, like,

it was essentially , it was absolutely , the best method…but then again, they fall in to the trap

of subjectivity”. They added: “ …here in Algeria, we, err, based on my experience, teachers

and supervisors, members of the jury as well, examiners, they always ask the students to use

impersonal  style”.Diversely,participant05 suggested  that  of  the students  he  has  supervised,

some not all demonstrate an adequate level of engagement with the topic they choose. They
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further added that they ask them not to use personal pronouns such as I and we because in

their opinion this is not academic. Interestingly, the participant in question added that they ask

them not to use any type of words that are emotionally charged. That is,, no attitude markers,

no self-mentions and, no hedges and no boosters are allowed.

Note that of the interviewees, all reported that they do not allow their students to use

self-mentions. Most do not allow  the use of attitude markers, , hedges and boosters ; for they

believe that they are subjective, unprofessional,  not academic or the students are not really

aware of voice in writing. This is significant to this research for it indicates that it is not the

students who have no mastery over the use of attitude markers, hedges, boosters and self-

mentions  but they are simply not given the green light to produce them 

14/What  about  when  the  superior  chooses  for  them?  Do  you  think  they  would

demonstrate an decent level of engagement with the topic, in terms of voice in writing? 

When  queried  whether  the  supervised  students  demonstrate  an  adequate  level  of

engagement when the topic is chosen for them in terms of their voice in writing, the answers

of  the  interviewees  were  quite  different.  Two  out  of  three  participants  answered  in  the

negative. However, participant02 answered positively. Diversely, participant03 suggested that

either ways, engaged or not , no adequate level is demonstrated by them when it comes to

dissertation writing, for they are not ready for this process. Differently, participant05 stated

that they have not noticed any difference therein, for they have never paid attention to this.

15/Would it be the same if they chose it themselves?
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When queried whether it would be the same if they chose for themselves as opposed to

when  the  supervisor  chooses  for  them,  both  participants,  participant01  and  participant03

answered  positively.  However,  participant  04  responded  in  the  negative.  Diversely,

Participant05  and  participant02  suggested  that  they  think  that  both  cases  occur  in  both

situations in likeness. in this respect, Participant02: “ Sometimes yes the students are not very

much motivated by the topics selected by someone else, but…given the circumstances of last

year, students begged for topics” 

Note that one last question, which strategy/strategies do you tend to use to overcome

their lack or absence of engagement in writing their master dissertations?, was intended to be

asked before the interview took place. However, during the interview I figured that no need for

this, for the supervisors admitted as they were answering the previous questions that the use of

self-mentions and attitude markers is not allowed by them  

3.1. Limitations of the Study 

During the period of conducting this research, a number of issues has raised which was

challenging for me as a researcher. The issues are the following:

1)Attempting to find a fairly good number of raters to conduct the analysis for the purpose of

ensuring the validity and reliability of the analysis then attempting to convince them to re-

conduct the analysis after a period of doing it for further insurance of reliability and validity.

2)The fact that, of the interviews, some  took place online which rendered recording them

impossible; resultantly,  no direct quotations of some interviewees  were available.

The  analysis  of  the  results  of  the  interview,  however,  has  demonstrated  that  the

supervisors  do not  consider  the adequate use of  MD a vital  point  in their  feedback for a

number of  reasons,  namely time limitation and students’ lacking abilities in  grammar and
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writing.Be that as it may, the interview has revealed that the supervisors forbid their students

from using  hedges,  boosters,  attitude markers  and self-mentions.  This  betokens that  those

supervisors adhere to a positivist view of academic writing promoting language of statistics

and prescribed truths.

Conclusion 

The present chapter presented a corpus analysis of GIs of master dissertations with

regard  to  the  use  of  MD  markers  following  Hyland’s  (2005)  model  (interactional  and

interactive). Regarding the latter, the corpus analysis has revealed that master students have

demonstrated an adequate use of transitions,framemarkers,andendophoricmarkers,but failed to

demonstrate  the  required  level  with  regard  toevidentials  and  code  glosses.  As  for  the

secondmetafunction, the analysis revealed that master two students have an inadequate level

with  regardto  the  defining  features  of  this  metafunction,namely  hedges,boosters,attitude

markers, self-mention and engagement markers. The latter have been absent in the data.The

analysis of the results of the interview, however, revealed that supervisors’ feedback does not

consider MD use due to lack of time and students’ low level in grammar and writing. The most

interesting finding is that the supervisors are responsible for inhibiting supervisees from using

hedges,  boosters,  attitude  markers  and  self-mentions.This  suggests  that  those  supervisors

adhere to  a  positivist  view of academic writing viewing language as a  set  of impersonal,

statistic, prescribed and universal procedures.
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GeneralConclusion

The study in hand aimed at investigating master two students’ of English problems in the  use

metadiscourse markers in the general introductions of their dissertations and investigating the

reasons behind those problems. In order to perform  this ,  fifteen (15) general introductions of

master two dissertations in the major of TEFL, randomly selected on

the  basis  of  convenience,  have  been  identified,codified,andanalysed  following  Hyland’s

(2005)  taxonomy  which  classifies  metadiscourse  features  to  two  major  metadiscourse

functions ,namely interactive and ineractional.To achieve the second aim, a teachers’interview

was designed and implemented to Five (5) participants, who are the same ones who supervised

theanalysed general introduction; a data cleaning technique, namely logical

checks technique, was deployed to ensure the validity and reliability of the results. The corpus

analysis which is based on Hyland’s (2005) dual classification of metadiscourse, interactive

and interactional. Revealed a number of results. First,  master two students have demonstrated

an adequate use of transitions,framemarkers,andendophoricmarkers,but failed to demonstrate

the required level with regard to the rest twointeractivemetadiscourse features , evidentials and

code glosses. Second,  master two students have  demonstrated an inadequate level with regard

to  the  use  of  all  the  defining  interactional  features  of  metadiscourse  ,namely

hedges,boosters,attitudemarkers,engagementmarkers,and  self-mention.be  that  as  it  may,the

absence of engagement markers in the data has been detected. The analysis of the results of the

interview has  revealed that  supervisors  seem to  regard the  adequate  use of  metadiscourse

markers of a minor significance in their feedback, for  the time allocated is never efficient  and

students’fragility at the level of grammar and writing seem to overlap.The most significant

finding  generated  by  the  analysis  of  the  interview  is  the  supervisors  ‘admittance  of  not

granting the supervisees the permission to use  hedges, boosters, attitude markers and self-
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mentions.This  finding  betokens  that  the  supervisors  in  question  do  not  adhere  to  a

constructivist view of academic writing rather they believe that discourse is only manifested in

a mere linguistic representation of a set of universal truths that are impersonal. 
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Appendix B

Supervisor 01:

Q1: When have you started supervising master dissertations?

I have started supervising master dissertations in 2015, so it’s been6 years now, yes

2/Do you think that supervising master dissertations in applied linguistics requires specific

skills and savoir-faire (knowledge)?

Erm I would say yes, any supervisor should be aware of research methodology, ok ?education

research he should be aware ,erm, of or what academic writing is. We may say yes it requires

[ stutters] certain skills, certain knowledge to supervise.

3/Have you ever received any specific training aimed at equipping you with the necessary

skills to coach master students production of their dissertations?

Ermtraining ? Well speaking for myself, I have never had training in supervision [giggles]

4/Are you satisfied with students level in reasoning and writing   dissertations in applied

linguistics?

Erm, not really! not really! Except for , we have very few students who manage to write, erm, a

dissertation with a certain quality

5/ Do you think that there should be a logical order of text sequences and clauses ?



there must be a certain logical order  erm in terms of ideas, erm, texts

6/How is that manifested in writing by the students ? / which types of expressions are used

by the students ?

you have to use linking words , here, to organize the ideas, it’s not for logic it’s just for

the order of the ideas there. 

we can say that the study aims to investigate this and that, this is the general aim, ok?

“Then” , erm, we can use “then” these linking words are generally found in introductions, erm,

of the dissertations  they are mostly there when defining when moving from one idea to another;

when moving from part, erm, to the other. From one element , a title, to another one, the next ,

from a section to another, from a chapter to another they are called  endophoric and exophoric

references, they are also called metadiscourse markers

Do you think that the students that you have supervised succeeded in such  manifestation

in their writing of their master dissertations? 

It’s very rare to find students who are able to have that case, that smoothness, fluency we

call it, erm, fluency in writing, erm, when the writer was fluent in his writing then you can read

fluently, you can read smoothly. But if there is no logic no discourse markers, ok? then you can

just read the sentence and the other one and you feel these are independent, ok ? there is no

connection between them. So very few students have this ability to write fluently

 Which strategy/strategies you tend to use to overcome any mistake or error with regard to

this aspect?



Of course you always ask the students to use linking words to say first second next then

consequently to use all these terms to link the paragraphs, to link the ideas within the –or the

sentences within a paragraph, err, some of them, I would say, would use some others would not

because, err, …maybe they don’t know all of those linking words or they don’t know how to use

them”. 

The  participant  in  question  was  requested  to  provide  further  clarifications  for  the

rationale for them to assume that the supervised students demonstrate a lack of knowledge with

regard to the appropriate usual ways of using linking words the participant responded: “[sighs]

that’s a difficult question [giggles] well [stutters] maybe they don’t give them importance, they

don’t think they have an impact on their writing. They just write for the sake of writing, for

finishing their work”. 

7/What  is  the  purpose  behind  academic  writing,  including  dissertation  writing  ?

so what you are saying is that there is an interaction between the writer and reader ? 

The purpose behind writing a general introduction of  err a dissertation or book or any

other thing, erm, is to give the reader the opportunity to read a short version of your book”; The

participant  in  question was asked whether  they agree on the proposition suggesting that  the

writer  communicates his  ideas to  the reader through his writings.  The interviewee answered

“[ nodding] yes, erm, basically”  

8/How is it manifested in texts?/ Can you tell whether the students you supervise  involve a

writer-reader interaction in writing their master dissertations ? How

They use  certain words



Do you think that the students that you have supervised succeeded in such  manifestation

in their writing Of their master dissertations?  Which strategy/strategies you tend to use to

overcome any mistake or error with regard to this aspect?

most of them fail in doing so. 

Strategy?you always ask the students to use linking words

9/What are the most difficult aspects of writing a dissertation?

the general introduction and the practical part because it is there where the students use their

own words, their own language, ok ? it is not like the theoretical part just copy X says this and

that, Y says this and that, etc, and they finish, no! But when you compare the theoretical part to

the general introduction and the practical part it’s there where you discover the student language

and style

10/Do you consider trying not to fall in the trap of plagiarism a difficult aspect of writing a

dissertation?

Of course! Yes, it is difficult 

11/How do students, namely the students you have supervised, avoid plagiarism?

Just use the reference 

In case  they fall  in  the  trap of  plagiarism,which strategy/strategies  you tend to  use  to

overcome any mistake or error with regard to this aspect?



Well!  If  you  use  the  reference  then  you  avoid  plagiarism.  Just  use  the  reference;  avoid

plagiarism. 

12/Do you choose for your students or leave them at liberty to choose the topic they desire

to choose?

It depends, I always suggest, I suggest titles and it’s up to them to choose

13/Do you think that master students demonstrate an adequate level of engagement with

the topic they choose , in other words do you see their voice in writing?

No, no ,no! Not at  all!  They are not really aware of voice in writing… maybe , err,

because they were not made aware of it in teaching. I mean, in learning during, err, their course,

err, or they are not interested in knowing that, simply [sighs]There’s still a debate concerning

this.  We have others  who said ‘you have to  avoid using personal  pronouns ,  the I  and we,

[stutters] and use the passive instead, the passive form. Personally, I ask them not to use the we

or I, just use, erm,  the researcher or the the study is this and that.

14/What about when the superior decided to choose for them? Do you think they would

demonstrate an adequate level of engagement with the topic chosen for them, again in

terms of their voice in writing? 

No they wouldn’t! they would take it for granted[ giggles]. 

15/Would it be the same if they chose it themselves?

They are not aware of voice in writing. So, erm,  yes



Supervisor  02

Q1: When have you started supervising master dissertations?

I have started since 4 or 5 years.

2/Do you think that supervising master dissertations in applied linguistics requires specific

skills and savoir-faire (knowledge)?

of course ! But even if the supervisor is not equipped with such skills consciously, it

means he didn’t already receive training in doing so, there are too many ways to do it, having

been in the process of supervision, it means supervised by someone else, erm, he or she has gain

some of those skills, it means implicitly, and there are some things which are learned through

experience, erm,  so these skills are learned in the process of supervising and there are some

things which fall in the category of adaptation, it means you don’t have to stick to a fixed and

rigid way of framework of supervision, you have to be open to the modifications, it means you

have to be flexible. Yeah! it would help. It will help. It is not going to ensure quality of work or

to ensure success of the teacher or the supervisor on its own”

3/Have you ever received any specific training aimed at equipping you with the necessary

skills to coach master students production of their  dissertations?

“no, erm, we learn through experience”

4/Are you satisfied with students level in reasoning and writing   dissertations in applied

linguistics?

I have two categories of students, high achievers and low achievers, the high achievers do

that naturally, even if they don’t, we advise them to do so. Each time they provide , for example,



a statement they have to be prepared to, erm, give examples; if they give a quote they need to

analyse it ; they need to state its addition to the ideas expressed before.

5/ Do you think that there should be a logical order of text sequences and clauses ?

Yes! In our context,  and you can go and check the students I supervised, I tell them when

you review previous studies you have to analyse , criticise, criticise what they have done and try

to apply it to our context; so establishing the link between studies which are done in practice and

theory, practices in other places and practice in Algeria, the link is called for.

6/How is that manifested in writing by the students ? / which types of expressions are used

by the students ?

I’m not pretty sure 100 percent because with each study there is something specific to it.

But you can say in comparison to… on one hand, on the other hand it means two people said

different things here and we are comparing. If we want to build up a case, ok, it means we are

going to make our argument strong we are going to add or to include any study that is in line

with  our  work.  Sometimes  people  say,  erm,  the  jury,  erm,  tell  you  well  ,your  research  is

meaningless just because they are not familiar with the specialty, but if you come and tell them

look how many studies have been done this one, in addition, moreover, add to this, to list just a

few, etc so you are going to include these words.

Do you think that the students that you have supervised succeeded in such  manifestation

in their writing of their master dissertations? 

[clears throat]  I  said two categories  of students.  High achievers… generally they use

them excessively, so I try to eliminate them, but even if they don’t use them excessively there is



the  problem  of  appropriateness  or  appropriacy.  So  [  stutters]   they  fall,  sometimes,  into

inappropriateness, ok? As for the others, sometimes they don’t use them, ok? Don’t use the links

between paragraphs between sentences, erm, they have problems with sentences because they

write  run-on  sentences  ,  ok?  Erm  .When  one  idea  is  expressed,  when  one  idea  is  being

expressed, they can go on talking about it in several paragraph; whereas, what is needed is just

one paragraph.

 Which strategy/strategies you tend to use to overcome any mistake or error with regard to

this aspect?

I disscuss with the students what they should do, it means, the meaning of each sentence.

7/What  is  the  purpose  behind  academic  writing,  including  dissertation  writing  ?

so what you are saying is that there is an interaction between the writer and reader ? 

people try to make a name for themselves that’s why they write; they try to be known, to

be visible, the same thing for writing a dissertation; they try say I’m here I’m good enough I can

be special. For dissertations, you have to show your ability to use or to mobilise all the skills

you’ve learned in order to write a piece of writing that meets the standards of academia which

are  the  master  degree  specifications,  erm,   of  course!  ideas  are  there.  One  of  the  aims  of

dissertation writing is to bring about some change, something new, etc. Contribution to solve

problems ok, this is one of the aims of dissertation writing.

 The interviewee in question was asked whether they believe that ideas are attempted to

be communicated through writing a dissertation, to this they responded



of course! It’s communication,  it’s everywhere,  communication is omnipresent in any

piece of writing”. 

They were asked to whom the writer of a dissertation is communicating their ideas; the

answer was

[stutters] the audience, first,you are addressing your fellow students…second, there is the

community of teachers…there is also the context of ESP, for students learning in other fields of

study… there is also the,erm, wider community of research in [stutters] Algeria, there’s also the

international community.

8/How is it manifested in texts?/ Can you tell whether the students you supervise  involve a

writer-reader interaction in writing their master dissertations ? How

I can tell,of course, but I’m not gonna tell you all students do this; but for the students

who do they use words such as view this, this author viewed and another viewed it differently, or

another author added the following, or in saying this the author means or wanted to point out to,

he opted for, he argued for an idea or even summarising a comment by an author, the studies

done by, err, an author points out to the necessity of. 

Do you think that the students that you have supervised succeeded in such  manifestation

in their writing Of their master dissertations?  Which strategy/strategies you tend to use to

overcome any mistake or error with regard to this aspect?

as for the response of participant 02 it was but a missing value, for I have forgotten to ask

them this question because simply whenever humans get involved mistakes and errors occur;

therefore, I have run a logical check by looking at the data and see whether it  by looking at the



data and see whether it makes sense; resultantly, I have checked the participant’s responses to the

rest of the questions, one of which , the previous question, provided the answer to this one. The

answer is  there are  two categories of students  and some of them tend to  succeed in  use of

metadiscourse features.

When asked which strategy/strategies they tend to use to overcome any mistake or error

with regard to this aspectparticipant02 answered

 I make them [ giggles] they need to be pushed to use them. 

9/What are the most difficult aspects of writing a dissertation?

First in, erm, in doing research… you need to identify your problem, the problem you

want to solve, to specify your variables this is the toughest part. The second most difficult part is

choosing the appropriate, err, literature to be included. When there is too much written about the

topic the problem is making the right choice. When there’s too little written about the topic the

problem is to find it.  

10/Do you consider trying not to fall in the trap of plagiarism a difficult aspect of writing a

dissertation?

There are two categories!

11/How do students, namely the students you have supervised, avoid plagiarism?

They refer to the source.

In case  they fall in  the trap of  plagiarism,which strategy/strategies  you tend to  use  to

overcome any mistake or error with regard to this aspect?



The first time I allow the practice but I warn. I select and say we are here we know

everything.

12/Do you choose for your students or leave them at liberty to choose the topic they desire

to choose?

This year ,  I didn’t choose for them, they chose for themselves, but the law says we

should do so, and I did last year”. 

13/Do you think that master students demonstrate an adequate level of engagement with

the topic they choose , in other words do you see their voice in writing?

of course! they use, in my opinion[giggles], err, we don’t advise them to write this, in my

opinion, or I have found these are the markers of engagement, erm, you advocate, you, maybe

you believe in the importance of something, but when it comes to practice you just collect the

findings,ok? analyse them and report them; don’t try to say that [ stutters]my way is the perfect

way.

14/What about when the superior decided to choose for them? Do you think they would

demonstrate an adequate level of engagement with the topic chosen for them, again in

terms of their voice in writing? 

I did last year, and it was one of the most successful experiences, the students knew in the

beginning what they are going to work on, erm, they were actively engaged.

15/Would it be the same if they chose it themselves?



This  is  an  idea  that  is  a  stereotype.  Sometimes  yes  the  students  are  not  very  much

motivated by the topics selected by someone else, but, err, sometimes given the circumstances of

last year, students begged for topics.

Supervisor 03:

Q1: When have you started supervising master dissertations?

I have started supervising master dissertations in 2013. I have started a bit late compared

to other teachers.



2/Do you think that supervising master dissertations in applied linguistics requires specific

skills and savoir-faire (knowledge)?

Yes, it does!

3/Have you ever received any specific training aimed at equipping you with the necessary

skills to coach master students production of their  dissertations?

The superviser answered in the negative, as they were asked whether they have received

any specific training as far as equipping them with the essential specific skills and savoir-faire to

supervise master students dissertations is concerned. 

4/Are you satisfied with students level in reasoning and writing   dissertations in applied

linguistics?

When asked about their attitude with regard to the level demonstrated by the students

they have supervised, the participant reported that most of the students fail to demonstrate an

adequate level of writing. 

5/ Do you think that there should be a logical order of text sequences and clauses ?

the teacher has answered with a “yes”. 

6/How is that manifested in writing by the students ? / which types of expressions are used

by the students ?

participant03  emphasised  the  use  of  frame  markers  and  transitions  to  betoken  the

existence of logical orderof text sequences and clausessuch as first , second, moreover and the



like; nonetheless, they added that this is but a direct manifestation of the latter; an  indirect one

would bestating the topic sentencebecause it is the one that sets the scene for what is coming

next. 

Do you think that the students that you have supervised succeeded in such  manifestation

in their writing of their master dissertations? 

The participant 03, who answered in the negative, argued that most of them fail in doing

so.  They have  exemplified  by  stating  that  sometimes  there  is  contrast  and the  students  use

moreover, something that signals addition.

 Which strategy/strategies you tend to use to overcome any mistake or error with regard to

this aspect?

Participant03 gigglingly stated  that they, to use their words, “start yelling” at the students

and retorts with asking for the reason why they do not reflect on their writing, asks them to read

it again, examine it closely, and rendering them questioning the erroneous use of linking words.

They exemplified by saying that they ask “read it again! Look at it! Do you really think that it’s

addition and not contrast”

7/What  is  the  purpose  behind  academic  writing,  including  dissertation  writing  ?

so what you are saying is that there is an interaction between the writer and reader ? 

Participant03  argued  that  of  the  many  purposes  of  academic  writing  one  that  is

communicating ideas to the reader by the writer, for between the latter and the former there is a

sort of an interaction. 



8/How is it manifested in texts?/ Can you tell whether the students you supervise  involve a

writer-reader interaction in writing their master dissertations ? How

participant03 suggested that as one reads a given text, one can tell whether the writer

establishes an interaction with the reader in question through the latter’s use of certain lexical

items  .  the  use  of  the  latter  by the  former,  the  participant  added,  does  not  only create  this

communication between the target reader and the writer but also creates intelligibility. If the

latter is not established this does not necessarily allude that the blame can be solely put on one of

the two parties, for in the end of the day it is but a joint effort. Furthermore, who writes should

ask themselves multiple times whether the words they have written communicate the meaning

that they intended to communicate. 

Do you think that the students that you have supervised succeeded in such  manifestation

in their writing Of their master dissertations?  Which strategy/strategies you tend to use to

overcome any mistake or error with regard to this aspect?

participant03, who also argued that most of the students failed in such manifestation of a

writer-reader interaction in writing their master dissertations, added that at times when they read

what the supervised students have written they ask them about their intended meaning to which

they usually respond in a way which suggests that the uttered meaning and the intended one  are

not in likeness. 

When asked which strategy/strategies they tend to use to overcome any mistake or error

with regard to this aspect, the participant in question actually reported that they use a particular

strategy. they stated that they ask them to reflect on their writing and to repeatedly and tirelessly

read what they have written.



9/What are the most difficult aspects of writing a dissertation?

participant03 argued that there is a great number of aspects like language and added that

the students lack on a great number of departments like  grammar, punctuation and so many

others. 

10/Do you consider trying not to fall in the trap of plagiarism a difficult aspect of writing a

dissertation?

Participant03  argued  that  attempting  not  to  fall  into  the  trap  of  plagiarism  is  quite

difficult,  and of the students are  most  if  not all  who attempt to plaigrise.  Some do it  in an

intelligent way some do it in a stupid way. The former tend to preserve the original structure , yet

they tend to replace the lexical items, words, by their synonyms. This is still plagiarism, the

participant in question added, alluding to the fact that when one writes down an idea ,it is almost

impossible  for  another  writer  to  express  the same idea  exactly  the  like  thereof.  The second

category of students who plagiarise tend to write it as it with no modification on any level, so a

feeling  of  a  difference  in  style  is  bestowed  to  the  supervisor  as  they  read  the  it.

11/How do students, namely the students you have supervised, avoid plagiarism?

participant 03 stated that there are the different rules of  the APA style; furthermore, one

only has to follow these rules in order to avoid plagiarism.

In case  they fall in  the trap of  plagiarism,which strategy/strategies  you tend to  use  to

overcome any mistake or error with regard to this aspect?

Participant03 simply tells their students that this is plagiarism and they should change it.



12/Do you choose for your students or leave them at liberty to choose the topic they desire

to choose?

A for participant03, although reported that they have experienced both situations; stated

that students usually choose their topic; however, usually, it is not the optimal option, for they

come up with topics that are unprofessional ;that are not related to the field of study, TEFL; that

they  are  not  able  to  provide  operational  definition  for  the  related  variables;  therefore,  the

superior in question ends up suggesting topics for them or just gives them the topic, directly.

13/Do you think that master students demonstrate an adequate level of engagement with

the topic they choose , in other words do you see their voice in writing?

Participant03  argued  that  even  if  the  students  are  engaged,  they  are  still  not

demonstrating  an  adequate  level  when  it  comes  to  writing  a  dissertation  quite  yet,  for  the

interviewee  thinks  that  they  are  not  ready  enough;  resultantly, Academic  writing  should  be

taught at the level of master. The interviewee in question added that as far as the use of first

person pronouns such as I and we, they recommend the students not use such type of personal

pronouns. The supervisor also said that there are so many alternatives to this one in order to keep

it  professional.  Then  they  presented  the  example  of   the  passive  voice  or  just  referring  to

themselves as the researcher(s). 

14/What about when the superior decided to choose for them? Do you think they would

demonstrate an adequate level of engagement with the topic chosen for them, again in

terms of their voice in writing? 



participant03 suggested that either ways, engaged or not , no adequate level demonstrated

by them when it  comes to   dissertation  writing because they  are not  ready enough for  this

process. 

15/Would it be the same if they chose it themselves?

Participant03 answered this question positively. 

Supervisor 04:

Q1: When have you started supervising master dissertations?

Erm, [stutters] I have stared supervising master dissertations probably 7 years ago.



2/Do you think that supervising master dissertations in applied linguistics requires specific

skills and savoir-faire (knowledge)?

Personally, I’d love to[ undergo a training]. 

3/Have you ever received any specific training aimed at equipping you with the necessary

skills to coach master students production of their  dissertations?

[stutters] what I know is the teachers here have never undergone any form of formal training

even those who are specialised in Didactics. 

4/Are you satisfied with students level in reasoning and writing   dissertations in applied

linguistics?

Depends on the students, actually!

5/ Do you think that there should be a logical order of text sequences and clauses ?

Of course there is a logic to follow, but in our department, unfortunately, we don’t teach

our students the principals of logical thinking and the principles of critical thinking  lots of skills

coming to [ stutters] play when it comes to writing a dissertation ,and the most of people think

that knowing about the mechanics of writing,  the basic mechanics of writing,  will  help you

writing a dissertation which is false actually. You need to know a thing or two about  stylistics,

you  need  to  know  a  thing  or  two  about  critical  thinking,  logical  thinking,  principles  of

argumentation , these ,erm, the students are lacking in all of these departments

6/How is that manifested in writing by the students ? / which types of expressions are used

by the students ?



Certain words! It  depends actually… sometimes you want to contrast  sometimes you

want to compare sometimes you want to express consequence, it depends.

Do you think that the students that you have supervised succeeded in such  manifestation

in their writing of their master dissertations? 

Most of the students failed in doing so.

 Which strategy/strategies you tend to use to overcome any mistake or error with regard to

this aspect?

The only strategy I use is, err, ask them to read a book that I like so much I give them

books to read [ with regard to academic writing], err, but, frankly speaking, I’ve never coached

the students, right? face-to-face coaching, on how to write properly, I don’t do that, probably, we

haven’t got much time

7/What  is  the  purpose  behind  academic  writing,  including  dissertation  writing  ?

so what you are saying is that there is an interaction between the writer and reader ? 

the  purpose  behind  writing  is  to  convey  a  message,  right?  Basically  it’s  a  form  of

interaction between who do we write to because [ giggles] from a rhetorical point of view, err,

we write to an audience, right? We write to a reader, and then again, since we are writing to a

reader, erm, we want to get our message across, that’s probably the primary purpose behind

writing.

8/How is it manifested in texts?/ Can you tell whether the students you supervise  involve a

writer-reader interaction in writing their master dissertations ? How



Well , actually, probably through the use of metalanguage. Right? Because you want to

direct the reader to probably the certain argument that you are about to make, right? Erm how is

it manifested ? Err, I don’t know, err, something that is based on a gut feeling. 

Do you think that the students that you have supervised succeeded in such  manifestation

in their writing Of their master dissertations?  Which strategy/strategies you tend to use to

overcome any mistake or error with regard to this aspect?

Yes, sometimes as I said it is base on gut feeling, the other day I was supervising master

two students and [stutters]I gave them this advice, I said think about your reader first, err, I don’t

know how to explain it in practical terms sometimes you feel something is not working properly

you feel something messing 

9/What are the most difficult aspects of writing a dissertation?

probably, the most difficult ones are the introduction and the conclusion. They may be.

Probably the introduction because it is the most important part. If you fail to introduce the topic

in the introduction, if your reader fails to get what you‘re trying to say I don’t think he’ll be

willing to read on. 

10/Do you consider trying not to fall in the trap of plagiarism a difficult aspect of writing a

dissertation?

Yeah, I always ask the students to avoid plaigirism

11/How do students, namely the students you have supervised, avoid plagiarism?



In Algeria you can’t prevent it because the students will plagiarise in one way or another.

Sometimes they do plagiarise because unknowingly , probably unknowingly.

In case  they fall in  the trap of  plagiarism,which strategy/strategies  you tend to  use  to

overcome any mistake or error with regard to this aspect?

[giggles] I give them advice I don’t think there is any strategy.

12/Do you choose for your students or leave them at liberty to choose the topic they desire

to choose?

I don’t, err, I just give them freedom to work on whatever they want. 

13/Do you think that master students demonstrate an adequate level of engagement with

the topic they choose , in other words do you see their voice in writing?

Well ,err, this has to do with the analysis of diction, err, yes! They say we, I, sometimes I,

but then again I ask them to change that to use the passive voice which is an impersonal style. I

was in viva two days ago when they advised the students to avoid talking about something in

absolutist terms , like, it was essentially ,it was absolutely , the best method, the most important

skill. And I always say that how would you know that. How do you know that it’s the most , you

know, err, most  essential  skill  .  [stutters]  It’s probably an indicator  that  the student  is  fully

engaged with the topic. He wants to say what I’m working on is very important and this is what I

want  to believe as  well,  but  then again,  they fall  in  to  the trap of subjectivity. Although in

[stutters] the states, err, they use personal pronouns they have no problem with that; they have no

objection against personal pronouns. It’s I and we, but it’s usually I , but here in Algeria, we, err,

based on my experience, teachers and supervisors, members of the jury as well, examiners, they



always  ask  the  students  to  use  impersonal  style,  use  the  passive  voice,  I  don’t  know, use

probably ‘the researcher’.

14/What about when the superior decided to choose for them? Do you think they would

demonstrate an adequate level of engagement with the topic chosen for them, again in

terms of their voice in writing? 

If somebody wants to work on something they would be more engaged with it

15/Would it be the same if they chose it themselves?

No! Not really

Supervisor 05

Q1: When have you started supervising master dissertations?

When asked about  when they have embarked on their  supervising journey of master

dissertations, the participant in question has reported that they have stared  supervising master

dissertations 7 years ago.



2/Do you think that supervising master dissertations in applied linguistics requires specific

skills and savoir-faire (knowledge)?

The participant has answered with a yes when they were asked whether they think that a

supervisor should have a set of specific skills and savoir-faire. 

3/Have you ever received any specific training aimed at equipping you with the necessary

skills to coach master students production of their  dissertations?

The teacher answered in the negative, as they were asked whether they have received any

specific training as far as equipping them with the essential specific skills and savoir-faire to

supervise master students dissertations is concerned. Interestingly, the participant whose major is

not that of TEFL, which is the only major found in the university of Mohamed SadikBenyahia as

far as the majors of English are concerned, stated that supervising TEFL students is not an easy

task for them to perform, for it is not their specialty.

4/Are you satisfied with students level in reasoning and writing   dissertations in applied

linguistics?

Participant05  who  also  answered  in  the  negative  reported  that  there  is  a  need  for

introducing the module of Academic Writing in the master programme. The latter, as reported by

them, was a subject of discussion with their colleagues.

5/ Do you think that there should be a logical order of text sequences and clauses ?

The teacher has answered with a “yes”. 



6/How is that manifested in writing by the students ? / which types of expressions are used

by the students ?

Participant 05,  incongruously, argued that there should be a structure that one has to

follow  which  hereby  compels  students  to  use  certain  words,  namely  frame  markers  and

transitions. When asked to provide examples, the participant in question presented: first, second,

finally, on the contrary and moreover as examples.

Do you think that the students that you have supervised succeeded in such  manifestation

in their writing of their master dissertations? 

When  asked  about  whether  the  students  supervised  by  the  interviewee  in  question

succeeded in  manifesting logical order of text sequences and clauses in their writing of their

master dissertations, the participant established two categories of students and reported that most

of the students failed in such manifestation.

 Which strategy/strategies you tend to use to overcome any mistake or error with regard to

this aspect?

participant 05, reported a no use of any strategy to overcome the aforementioned matter.

They stated that they do not use any strategy per say; nonetheless, they attempt to raise the

awareness of the students they supervise with regard to their mistakes and/or errors in writing

their dissertations. Nevertheless, the participant in question does not do that all the time, for this

is solely dependent on the teacher’s mood. They explained this by saying that the teacher is a

human being, at times the latter can be in the mood for correcting the mistakes and/or errors ,

other times he / she is not. They further added that they used to pay more attention to the matter;

however, the former seems to diminish overtime. 



7/What  is  the  purpose  behind  academic  writing,  including  dissertation  writing  ?

so what you are saying is that there is an interaction between the writer and reader ? 

Whenasked about the purpose behind academic writing and dissertation writing ,  the

teacher in question responded that it is to communicate ideas and information by the author to

the targeted reader. The participant in question was queried about whether they think there is an

interaction  between  the  writer  and  reader  to  which  the  supervisors  in  question  responded

positively. 

8/How is it manifested in texts?/ Can you tell whether the students you supervise  involve a

writer-reader interaction in writing their master dissertations ? How

The interviewee has associated  the existence of a reader-writer interaction with the use

of certain lexical items, that is metadiscourse. The participant in question argued that it is more

about the lexical items as well as the ideas and the information that are communicated by the

write so the reader can relate to the former. 

Do you think that the students that you have supervised succeeded in such  manifestation

in their writing Of their master dissertations?  Which strategy/strategies you tend to use to

overcome any mistake or error with regard to this aspect?

participant 05 stated that of the students they have supervised, most fail in establishing a

proper writer-reader interaction in writing their master dissertations. The interviewee mentined

that at times the students’ production fails to achieve intelligibility by the supervisor in question.

participant 05 stated that  no strategies are  used by them to overcome the aforestated

problem. 



9/What are the most difficult aspects of writing a dissertation?

Participant05 argued that there is a great number of aspects like language and added that

the students lack on a great number of departments such as  grammar, punctuation and so many

others. 

10/Do you consider trying not to fall in the trap of plagiarism a difficult aspect of writing a

dissertation?

The participant responded positively. 

11/How do students, namely the students you have supervised, avoid plagiarism?

When  asked  about  the  ways  adopted  by  the  supervised  students  avoid  plagiarism,

participant05mentioned that they refer to the source.

In case  they fall in  the trap of  plagiarism,which strategy/strategies  you tend to  use  to

overcome any mistake or error with regard to this aspect?

Participant05 simply tells their students that this is plagiarism and they should change it.

12/Do you choose for your students or leave them at liberty to choose the topic they desire

to choose?

Participant05 added that they usually allow the students the liberty to choose, for forcing

them with this regard is unethical. Moreover, they added that at times they choose for them. 



13/Do you think that master students demonstrate an adequate level of engagement with

the topic they choose , in other words do you see their voice in writing?

Participant05 suggested that of the students he has supervised, some not all demonstrate

an adequate level of engagement with the topic they choose. they further added that they  ask

them not to use personal pronouns such as I and we because in their opinion this is not academic.

Interestingly, the participant in question added that they ask them not to use any type of words

that are emotionally charged.

14/What about when the superior decided to choose for them? Do you think they would

demonstrate an adequate level of engagement with the topic chosen for them, again in

terms of their voice in writing? 

Participant05 mentioned that they have not noticed any difference therein mainly because

they have never paid attention to this.

15/Would it be the same if they chose it themselves?

Participant05  suggested  that  they  think  that  both  cases  occur  in  both  situations  in

likeness. 

Note that one last question, which strategy/strategies you tend to use to overcome their

lack or absence of engagement in writing their master dissertations?, was intended to be asked

before the interview took place. However, during the interview I figured that no need for this

question, for the supervisors themselves admitted as they were answering the previous questions

that the use of self-mentions and attitude markers is not allowed by them.





Resumé

La  présente  thèse  vise  à  étudier  les  problèmes  d'anglais  des  étudiants  de  master  2  dans

l'utilisation des marqueurs de métadiscours dans les introductions générales de leurs thèses et à

évaluer les causes potentielles de ces problèmes. Pour atteindre le premier objectif, une analyse

de corpus de quinze mémoires de master choisis au hasard sur la base de la commodité a été

identifiée,  codifiée  et  analysée  selon  le  modèle  de  Hyland  (2005),  qui  attribue  des

caractéristiques de métadiscours à deux fonctions, interactive et interactionnelle. Pour atteindre

le deuxième objectif,  un entretien d'enseignants a été conçu et mis en œuvre auprès de cinq

encadrants ayant dirigé les thèses en question. L'analyse du corpus a été basée sur le modèle de

Hyland  (2005)  qui  attribue  des  marqueurs  de  discours  à  deux  métafonctions  majeures  :

interactionnelle  et  interactive  a  révélé  des  résultats  significatifs.  En  ce  qui  concerne  les

marqueurs de métadiscours interactifs, l'analyse du corpus a révélé que les étudiants en master

ont démontré une utilisation adéquate des transitions, des marqueurs de cadre et des marqueurs

endophoriques,  mais  n'ont  pas  réussi  à  démontrer  le  niveau requis  en ce qui  concerne deux

marqueurs, à savoir les évidences et les gloses de code. Quant à la métafonction interactionnelle

métadiscours, l'analyse du corpus à l'étude a révélé que les étudiants de master 2 n'ont pas réussi

à  démontrer  un  niveau  adéquat  au  regard  de  toutes  les  caractéristiques  définissant  cette

métafonction,  à  savoir  les  haies,  les  boosters,  les  marqueurs  d'attitude,  les  marqueurs

d'engagement  et  l'auto-mention.  .  Il  est  à  noter  ici  que  les  marqueurs  d'engagement  ont  été

totalement absents des données. En ce qui concerne l'entretien, l'analyse des résultats a montré

que l'utilisation adéquate des marqueurs de discours ne constitue pas un point central du retour

d'expérience qu'ils offrent à leurs supervisés en raison, au moins en partie, du manque de temps

et de la fragilité des étudiants. au niveau de la grammaire et de l'écriture. Le résultat le plus

intéressant généré par l'analyse de l'entretien est le fait que les superviseurs admettent qu'ils sont



responsables  d'empêcher  les  supervisés  d'utiliser  des  haies,  des  boosters,  des  marqueurs

d'attitude et des auto-mentions. Ce constat suggère que les superviseurs en question n'adhèrent

pas  à  une  vision  constructiviste  de  l'écriture  académique  qui  rejette  totalement  le  principe

suggérant que le discours n'est qu'une simple représentation linguistique d'un ensemble de vérités

impersonnelles et universelles.



صخلم

 فسسي اسسستخدام علمسسات الميتسسا خطسسااب فسسيسسسترتهدف الطروحة الحالية إلى التحقيق في مشاكل اللغة الإنجليزية لدى طلاب الما

المقدمات العامة لطروحاتهم وقياس السبااب المحتملة لهذه المشاكل. لتحقيسسق الهسسدف الول ، تسسم تحديسسد وتحليسسل مجموعسسة مسسن

)). ولتحقيسسق2005خمسة عشر رسالة رائيسية تم اختيارها عشواائقيا على أساس الملائمة ، وفققا لنموذج الباحث الشسسهير هايلإنسسد 

 مقابلة مع خمسة مشرفين و الذين هم إنفسهم من أشرفوا علسسى الطروحسسات السستي تسسم تحليلهسسا.إجراءالهدف الثاإني ، تم تصميم و 

أظهرت النتاائج أن طلاب الماستر قد أظهروا يجيدون استخدام  الإنتقالت وعلمات الطار والعلمسسات الداخليسسة ، لكنهسسم فشسسلوا

في استخدام الدلسسة و مسسسارد الكسسود. بالنسسسبة إلسسى ادوات التحسسوط ، والمعسسززات ، وعلمسسات السسسلوك ، وعلمسسات المشسساركة ،

والشارة الذاتية ، أظهرت الدراسة أن الطلاب ل يجيدون استخدامها  . وتجسسدر الشسسارة هنسسا إلسى أن علمسسات المشسساركة كساإنت

قما في البياإنات. اما بالنسبة الى المقابلة ، أظهر تحليل إنتاائجها أن السسستخدام الملائسسم لعلمسسات الخطسسااب ل يشسسكل إنقطسسة غاائبة تما

محورية في الملحظات التي يقدمها  المشرفون إلى طلبهم بسبب ضيق الوقت وضعف مسسستوى الطلاب ، جزائقيسسا علسسى القسسل.

في النحو والكتابة. النتيجة الهم و التي أسفر عنها  تحليل المقابلة هي إقرار المشرفين بأإنهم مسؤولون عسسن منسسع المشسسرفين مسسن

استخدام أدوات التحوط والمعززات وعلمات السلوك والشسارة إلسى السذات. تشسسير هسذه النتيجسة إلسى أن المشسسرفين المعنييسن ل

قما المبدأ السسذي يشسسير إلسسى أن الخطسااب ليسس سسسوى تمثيسسل لغسوي يلتزمون بوجهة إنظر بناائية للكتابة الكاديمية و التي ترفض تما

لمجموعة من الحقاائق غير الشخصية والعالمية.
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